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Executive Summary
This deliverable describes the continuation of the domain modelling efforts for the financialeconomic domain. It describes the efforts into improving named entity recognition and
linking, recognition of non-entities, and the second version of the Events and Situations
Ontology (ESO).
User feedback during the June 2014 and January 2015 hackathons pinpointed the main
domain modelling issues in the NewsReader Pipeline V2 output. In this deliverable, the
models and modules that were developed to remedy this are described. We have focused on
improving the coverage and structured of ESO, as the abstraction layer allows for semantic
access to the data, but the previous version lacked scalar values and was not specific enough
regarding certain existential restrictions. Furthermore, ESO V2 is twice the size of ESO
V1, due to the expansion of the situation assertions. The development of ESO V2 and the
resulting model are described in Section 3.
The other focus point was improving the recognition and disambiguation of entities.
This issue is divided into 4 sub-problems: recognizing entity mentions in text (Section 4),
linking entities to an external resource (Section 5), detecting information about entities
not contained in the external resource (Section 6), and recognising relevant concepts other
than named entities (Section 7).
With respect to Deliverable D5.2.1, all sections underwent significant changes. The
Events and Situations Ontology has been extended (Section 3), and Sections 4-7 all present
new experiments and results in domain adaptation.
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Introduction

This deliverable describes the second version of the Domain Model for Financial and Economic News. The domain modelling efforts do not only entail a domain model that conceptually represents the financial and economic news domain, but also adaptations to the
processing pipeline that implement the knowledge from the domain model and experiments
showing the benefits of these.
This deliverable builds upon the work described in Deliverable D5.2.1 Domain Model
for Financial and Economic News version 1 as well as feedback from users during the
hackathons on the dataset created with the previous version of the NLP pipeline. This
feedback, that was leading in the choices made for the domain adaptation is presented in
Section 2. We will then detail the different aspects of the NewsReader processing pipeline
to which we are directing the domain modelling and adaptation efforts. The work is divided
into two main aspects: events (Section 3) and (non-)entities (Sections 4- 7).
Regarding event typing and modeling, we present the new version of the Events and Situations Ontology (ESO) including its mapping to the predicate matrix, base level concepts
and VerbNet Semantics is presented in Section 3.
For named entity recognition and disambiguation, as well as the recognition of other
relevant concepts in the domain (dubbed non-entities) we split the work in several steps. In
Section 4, we describe our efforts into recognising named entities in text in a domain-specific
setting. In Section 5, we describe a module and evaluation on improving disambiguation
links to entities for the car domain. However, there are also entities that cannot be linked
through DBpedia, as this resource does not contain enough domain specific information.
Section 6 details the extent of the problem and presents an approach to infer domain
knowledge from the Cars corpus in order to generate information about domain specific
entities that do not occur in generic encyclopaedic knowledge bases. We also found, that
many relevant pieces of information in text pertaining to events do not fall into the general
entities category. Therefore, in Section 7, we describe how we recognise these concepts in
order to come to more complete event descriptions.
We finish this deliverable with conclusions and future work in Section 8.

2

Motivation

Domain adaptation in natural language processing (NLP) and Semantic Web (SW) is a
hot topic, with many scholarly articles Daumé III (2007); Dredze et al. (2007); Chiticariu
et al. (2010); Pan and Yang (2010); Xia et al. (2013) and workshops1 devoted to it.
Whilst ‘classical’ domain adaptation in NLP focuses on retraining statistical models
on in-domain data, adding more domain data or transforming abstractions of the training
data to the domain Jiang (2008), doing this for every one of the ∼15 modules in the NWR
pipeline is not feasible. To benefit the most from the interplay between NLP and SW, we
1

cf.
https://sites.google.com/site/danlp2010/, https://sighum.wordpress.com/events/
latech-2015/, http://www.smap2015.org/ and http://sw4ch2015.ensma.fr/
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have been focusing on domain adaptation of the semantic layers in the processing pipeline,
namely those related to entities and events (this is a continuation of the focus of D5.2.1).
From the technical evaluations, we carried out on the annotated data we identified several
directions for improving the pipeline. During the hackathons in June 20142 and January
2015,3 , we obtained feedback from real users who were building applications with the NWR
processed datasets.
For entities, we found that the standard entity recognition classes (Person, Location,
Organisation, Miscellaneous) do not cover all relevant entities and other concepts in the
financial and economic domain. In the annotation efforts (detailed in Deliverable D3.2.2
Annotated Data, Version 2), we have specified financial and product entity classes to cover
the entities that are not covered by the standard categories. However, there are also other
interesting concepts, that may not fall into the ‘entity’ category that are still relevant to
detect, such as ‘automobile’ or ‘factory’. We categorise these as ‘non-entities’. In Section 7
we scope this category and present our approach.
After recognising the relevant entities, it is also important to ground them to a knowledge base, which contains background information about these entities in order to reason
over them. A knowledge base for example provides further typing information, enabling
users to search for all persons that were CEOs, instead of just persons, or look for persons
with a certain nationality or age. For entity linking, there are two main lines of work for
domain adaptation, the first is to improve the linking to the correct entity in the knowledge
base if that entity exists (Section 5). The second is to improve background information for
those entities that do not occur in the knowledge base. The reason for the first is simply
that the standard named entity linker too often chooses the generally ‘most popular’ entity
to link to (for example Lincoln the president vs. Lincoln the car maker). The reason for
the second is that over half the entities in the data from the Global Automotive Industry
simply does not occur in DBpedia,4 the main knowledge base we use (Section 6)
At the hackathons in London and Amsterdam in June 2014 and January 2015, we also
found that there were still gaps in the Events and Situations Ontology (ESO), its linking
to FrameNet and the representation of scalar values. We have therefore worked to improve
and extend ESO, such that ESO version 2 is presented in Section 3 of this deliverable. The
four main changes in this version of ESO concern 1) the class hierarchy, 2) the modeling of
scalar values 3) the expressivity of the assertions and 4) the mapping relations to FrameNet
and SUMO. For the modeling of scalar values, the ontological metamodel was extended
with additional existential restrictions. Compared to ESO V1, version 2 has doubled in
size mainly because of the many added situation assertions.

2

http://www.newsreader-project.eu/come-hack-with-newsreader/
http://www.newsreader-project.eu/amsterdam-hackathon-recap/,
newsreader-project.eu/london-hackathon/
4
http://dbpedia.org
3
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The Event and Situation Ontology (ESO), Version
2

In this section, we describe the second and revised Event and Situation Ontology, a framebased ontology that models the pre, post and during situations of domain-specific events.
For the sake of comprehensiveness, we updated and extended sections about ESO from the
previous deliverable D5-2-1. The results of this research have been published in Segers et
al. (2015), Segers et al. (2016a), Segers et al. (2016b).
The motivation for extending ESO was twofold. First, the user feedback of the NewsReader Hackathons and User Evaluations in January 2015 has pointed out that a further
development was needed as some concepts and assertions were missing in the ontology.
Second, our own observation that the previous modeling of classes that express a change
of some scalar value (e.g. Increasing, Damaging), was too basic and could not capture
adequately the relative values that are important for the domain.
With respect to the previous version of ESO, the main changes apply to:
• the class hierarchy,
• the modeling of scalar values
• the expressivity of the assertions
• the mapping relations to FrameNet and SUMO.
For the modeling of scalar values, we extended the ontological metamodel with additional existential restrictions as is described in Section 3.2.3. Compared to ESO V1, this
new version doubled in size mainly because of the many added situation assertions. An
overview of the differences between this and the previous version of ESO can be found in
Section 3.3.4.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we briefly summarize the motivation for designing ESO. In Section 3.2 we present an updated version of
the ontological meta model. In Section 3.3 we explain how ESO was build and we provide
updated overviews and descriptions of the class hierarchy, the roles and the situations assertions including the modeling of scalar and relative values. In Section 3.5 we describe
planned work on using ESO as a resource to check the validity of the instantiated assertions in the car data set. In Section 3.6 we present the work carried out on the evaluation
of ESO. Finally, in Section 3.7 we describe how ESO was integrated into the Predicate
Matrix.
The new version of ESO and the documentation can be found online at https://
github.com/newsreader/eso. In the appendix, a human readable version of ESO can
be found, including the mappings, the assertions and examples for each class that show
what a reasoner based on ESO can infer from a sentence annotated with FrameNet-based
Semantic Role Labeling.
NewsReader: ICT-316404
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Motivation for Designing the Event and Situation Ontology

The design of a domain specific event ontology was motivated by three observations. First,
at the Hackathon in London in June 2014, it became clear that there is a great need
for a more adequate hierarchical organization of events in classes or types. The general
observation was that the variation of words and expressions to express similar information
and the ambiguity of these expressions severely hampered the querying and interfacing
the data. This becomes even more complex if text in other languages than English is
processed to provide content. A language neutral classification of the events and their
roles would help querying the data and provides a better statistical insights in the events
that took place and what trends may be shown. Similarly, the design of the Decision
Support Tool Suite (van Hage and Ploeger, 2013) requires some hierarchical structuring
of events and participants to allow for generalizations and for effectively interacting with
large data structures, i.e. querying and linking over categories of events and entities rather
than individual lexicalizations.
Second, some resources that represent event types and roles do exist, such as the vocabularies incorporated in the Predicate Matrix 5 (de Lacalle et al., 2014), e.g. PropBank
(Palmer et al., 2005), NomBank (Meyers et al., 2004), VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2000) and
FrameNetBaker et al. (1998). However, these are not very well structured and there is
a plethora of classes with unclear relations to each other. A resource such as FrameNet
resembles more a conceptual graph than a well structured thesaurus or ontology. If not for
the event types and roles derived from the PredicateMatrix, the data can only be accessed
through the words used in the textual sources. Existing ontologies such as DOLCE and
SUMO provide very well structured event hierarchies, but the reuse of these ontologies
means that all implications and assertions are inherited as well, and many of them are not
applicable for the domain.
Third, events can be sorted in time and or by participant but that does not explain what
are the implications of these events and how we can effectively present event sequences to
users. In the previous version of the NewsReader pipeline, direct statements for changes
(e.g. X is fired) and situations (X works for Y) could be made, but models for linking
these implications were missing. Several technical and user-meetings carried out during
the second year of the project made clear that the representation of events would benefit
from a model that makes these implications explicit.
We therefore concluded that a domain model was needed that explicitly defines events
in terms of the implied changes in the world and the entities affected by these changes. Such
an event and implied situation sequence is illustrated by Figure 1. This figure represents
a chain of events expressions (boxes) and their implied situations (ovals). Various event
expressions such as ’Ford hires John’ and ’John starts at Ford’ express the same change in
reality. Each change in reality can be associated with two situations that will hold before
and after the event. In the case that ‘Ford fires John’, we want to infer that ‘John was
working for Ford’ before this event and ‘John is not working for Ford’ after the event.
By explicitly defining and modeling these situations pertaining to events, we can extract
5

http://adimen.si.ehu.eus:/web/PredicateMatrix
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'Ford fires John'
'John leaves Ford'

John works
for Ford

John does
not work for
Ford

'John works for Ford'
'Ford employs John'
'John is CEO of Ford'

Figure 1: Example of an Event and Implied Situation chain

sequences of situations and changes over time regardless of whether this information was
directly expressed in text, or inferred by a reasoner.
The above observations led us to the decision to build the Event and Situation Ontology
for the financial-economic domain. This Event and Situation Ontology (ESO) is thus based
on the following requirements:
• enabling to add more precision and recall to the detection of events and roles in the
domain;
• to differentiate events in terms of relevance for the domain;
• to allow for a more proper interfacing to the data graphs through hierarchical organization;
• to allow for more efficient querying the data by grouping expressions of similar events
to their corresponding types;
• to allow for reasoning over implication of changes and interfacing more properly to
these changes from a user perspective.
In addition to these user requirements, ESO is also compliant to the following requirements:
• following best practices and standards of formal ontology design;
• re-use of existing resources (FrameNet, SUMO, Princeton Wordnet 3.0);
• language independent and suitable for transfer to other languages than English
(through the Global Wordnet Grid)
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ESO: Ontological Metamodel and Instantiation

In NewsReader, we are interested in representing events and their effects on entities involved
in them. For instance, a “firing” event, where a company fires an employee, marks a
change in an employment situation: before the event (aka, pre-situation), the employee is
employed at the company, while after the event (aka, post-situation) the employee is no
more employed at the company.
To be able to represent events and situations, ESO defines two main classes of entities:
events and situations. An event is an entity that describes some change or state in the
world. It has participants and a time (interval) associated to it. An event exists independently from the fact that it actually happens (e.g., hypothetical events). Typically, an
event is associated with three situations: the situation before the event (pre-situation), the
situation during the event (during-situation) and the one after the event (post-situation).
The effects of an event are described in terms of the statements that hold in the situations
associated to the event.
If we consider for instance a firing event (a change in the world):
In 2012, employeeA and employeeB were fired by companyA
we can identify a pre-situation (i.e., before the event):
employeeA works for companyA
employeeB works for companyA
as well as a post-situation (i.e., after the event):
employeeA does not work for companyA
employeeB does not work for companyA
And if we consider an employment event (some state in the world):
In 2011, employeeA and employeeB are employed by companyA
we can identify a during-situation (i.e., during the event):
employeeA works for companyA
employeeB works for companyA
A situation is an entity which is associated with a period of time where a set of statements (aka fluents in situation calculus) are true. It is a partial and “perspectival” description of the state of the world during the period of time it is associated with. It is
partial because it does not describe the totality of propositions that are true in the world
during the period of time associated to the situation. It is perspectival because it describes
the point of view of a particular “agent”.
NewsReader: ICT-316404
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How to represent an event instance and its corresponding situations

In the original situation calculus the predicate “holdsAt(r(a, b), s)” is used to model the
fact that “a and b are related with the relation r in situation s”. In our proposal, we adopt
recent advances in Semantic Web technologies, relying on the notion of “named graph”:
a named graph will be associated to each situation s, and it will contain all triples a, R, b
holding in it.
Let’s consider the aforementioned firing event example. Thanks to the Predicate Matrix
which aligns PropBank information (as returned by MATE tools) to FrameNet labels, the
SRL module of the NewsReader pipeline will annotate the sentence “In 2012, employeeA
and employeeB were fired by companyA” with the following information:
• fired → frame fn:Firing;
• employeeA → frame element fn:Employee of frame fn:Firing;
• employeeB → frame element fn:Employee of frame fn:Firing;
• companyA → frame element fn:Employer of frame fn:Firing;
In addition, a time expression will be associated to the term “in 2012”.
From this linguistic annotation, we will instantiate some individuals and assertions on
them to formally represent the event according to standard Semantic Web formalisms. In
details, we will instantiate a named graph of the form:
:obj-graph-eventX {
:eventX
a
eso:LeavingAnOrganization_employee
eso:LeavingAnOrganization_employee
eso:LeavingAnOrganization_employer
sem:hasTime
}

eso:LeavingAnOrganization ;
:employeeA
;
:employeeB
;
:companyA
;
:time_eventX
.

These statements specify that the event is of a certain type (eso:LeavingAnOrganization),
that it involves a entity playing the role of an employer (:companyA) and two entities
playing the role of employees (:employeeA,:employeeB), and that it occurred at a certain
time (:time eventX).
A “eso:LeavingAnOrganization” event will in turn trigger the instantiation of two situations, one preceding the event (:obj-graph-pre-situation-eventX) and one following the
event (:obj-graph-post-situation-eventX):
:obj-graph-eventX {
:eventX
eso:hasPreSituation
eso:hasPostSituation
}
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As previously mentioned, each of these situations will correspond to a name graph
containing assertions holding in them. In particular, for the example considered we will
instantiate the following two named graphs:
:obj-graph-pre-situation-eventX {
:companyA
eso:employs
:employeeA
eso:employs
:employeeB
}

;
.

:obj-graph-post-situation-eventX {
:companyA
eso:notEmploys :employeeA
eso:notEmploys :employeeB
}

;
.

stating that before the firing event, both employeeA and employeeB were employed at the
company, while after the firing event none of them was working for the company.
Additional assertions may be attached to situation named graphs. These assertions may
be used to characterize the time span of the situation, or the provenance of the statements
defined in the situation. For instance, the assertions
:instances {
:obj-graph-pre-situation-eventX
a
eso:Situation
;
eso:hasTime
:obj-graph-pre-situation-eventX-time ;
nwr:producedBy
eso:reasoner
.
:obj-graph-post-situation-eventX
a
eso:Situation
;
eso:hasTime
:obj-graph-post-situation-eventX-time;
nwr:producedBy
eso:reasoner
.
:obj-graph-pre-situation-eventX-time
a
time:Interval
;
time:hasEnd
:time_eventX
.
:obj-graph-post-situation-eventX-time
a
time:Interval
;
time:hasBeg
:time_eventX
.
}

permit to assert that the two situations were instantiated by the agent nwr:reasoner,
that obj-graph-pre-situation-eventX was in place before eventX, and that obj-graph-postsituation-eventX is in place after eventX. Likewise, we will be able to distinguish events
that are explicitly described in the text and claimed by the sources from situations that
are indirectly derived through the nwr:reasoner. In the former case, the named graph has
an nwr:attributedTo property with the source, and in the latter case the nwr:producedBy
property to the reasoner.
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In order to enable expressing events, situations, and to define the conditions and modalities on how to trigger such situations starting from events, ESO has to fulfil some requirements:
• define the core classes (e.g., Event, Situation) and the basic properties that enable
relating them (e.g., to state that a Situation S is a pre-situation of an event E);
• define the type of events that are relevant for the NewsReader use cases, potentially
abstracting form the specific way an event is mentioned in the text, so that different
variants of the same event (e.g., firing, sacking) can be treated the same way;
• organize events into a taxonomy so to exploit the inferencing capabilities on the
subclass relation between events (i.e., if an event triggers some situations, every
event more specific than it should trigger the same situations);
• define how situations are triggered by events, specifying which assertions to instantiate in each situation.
3.2.2

Core classes and properties of ESO

The Event and Situation Ontology contains five core classes, which are further specialized
in subclasses:
Event : this class is the root of the taxonomy of (proper) event types considered in
NewsReader. Any event detected in a text will be an instance of some class of this
taxonomy;
DynamicEvent : this is a subclass of Event (for which dynamic changes are defined) that
apply to FrameNet frames that can be considered as proper events (e.g., fn:Firing);
StaticEvent : this is another subclass of Event for “static” event types considered
in NewsReader and which capture more static circumstances (e.g., fn:Employing,
fn:Possession). They typically directly trigger a situation holding at the time the
event occurs (a “during situation”). A “static” event detected in a text will be an
instance of some class of this taxonomy;
Situation : the individuals of this class are actual pre/post/during situations that will
be instantiated starting from the event instances detected in the text;
SituationRule : the individuals of this class enable to encode the rules for instantiating
pre/post/during situations when a certain type of event is detected;
SituationRuleAssertions : the individuals of this class enable to encode the assertion
that has to be instantiated within each pre/post/during situation associated to some
event.
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Analogously to FrameNet frame elements for frames, ESO enables to represent the role
of an entity in an event. Roles are formalized as object properties: this way, an event
instance :eventX can be related to an entity :entityZ participating in it with assertions of
the form:
:eventX eso:hasRoleY :entityZ
where eso:hasRoleY specify the role of :entityZ in :eventX. Each object property defining
a role in ESO is defined as subproperty of the top object property eso:hasRole: this way,
given any event, we can retrieve the entities participating in it by looking at assertions
having as predicate the property eso:hasRole.
Additional object properties are defined to enable:
• relating an event instance with the actual pre/post/during situations it triggers (resp., object property eso:hasPreSituation, eso:hasPostSituation, and
eso:hasDuringSituation);
• relating an event type with the pre/post/during situation rules that should be triggered when an instance of that event type is detected (resp. eso:triggersPreSituation,
eso:triggersPostSituation, and eso:triggersDuringSituation);
• relating a situation rule with the assertions that should be instantiated within the situation named graph associated with the rule (resp., eso:hasSituationRuleAssertion).
Finally, ESO specifies the properties that can be used as predicate in assertions within
a situation named graph. Two types of properties are used:
binary properties : these properties are modelled as object properties and they enable
to relate two entities (e.g., see property “eso:employs” and “eso:notEmploys” in the
situations instantiated for the firing event example previous considered);
unary properties : these properties are modelled as datatype properties and they enable
to express facts such as that an entity exists or that some attribute has some relative
value. Typically, the range of such properties is a boolean value type or a relative
value.
For binary properties, whenever appropriate, we defined additional property characteristics. In particular, three important characterizations are in place:
disjoint properties : two binary properties p, q are defined as disjoint if no individual a
can be connected to an individual b by both triples a p b and a q b.
inverse properties : if two binary properties p, q are defined as one the inverse of the
other, an assertion a p b implies also the assertion b q a, and viceversa.
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symmetric properties : if two individuals a, b are related by a symmetric property, then
the assertion a p b also implies the assertion b p a.
For instance, in ESO we defined “eso:employs” and “eso:notEmploys” as disjoint (only
one of the two can hold at a certain time), as well as “eso:employs” and “eso:employedAt” as
inverse properties (if :companyA eso:employs :employeeB, then :employeeB eso:employedAt
:companyA holds, and viceversa). Further, we defined e.g. inRelationshipWith as a symmetric property; if A eso:inRelationshipWith B, then B eso:inRelationshipWith A.
3.2.3

Formalization of the rules for instantiating situations from events

The formalization of the rules for instantiating situations from events consists in defining
the assertions to be instantiated in pre/post/during situations of an event, based on the
roles of the entities involved in it. We rely on a two level schema: first, we define for each
event type the kind of situations they have to trigger. Then, for each situation triggered by
an event, we formalize the type of assertions that have to be instantiated, specifying how
the roles of the event triggering the situation map to the assertions’ subject and object.
We illustrate this with a concrete example, based on the event type “ChangeOfPossession”,
which refers to the event when something (role “possession-theme”) passes from an entity
(role “possession-owner 1”) to another entity (role “possession-owner 2”).
An event of type “ChangeOfPossession” has to trigger a pre-situation and a postsituation, each of them asserting some possession statements. To model the relation between an event type and the type of situations it triggers we rely on owl:hasValue restrictions:
eso:ChangeOfPossession
rdfs:subClassOf [
a owl:Restriction ;
owl:hasValue
eso:pre_ChangeOfPossession
;
owl:onProperty eso:triggersPreSituationRule ] .
eso:ChangeOfPossession
rdfs:subClassOf [
a owl:Restriction ;
owl:hasValue
eso:post_ChangeOfPossession
;
owl:onProperty eso:triggersPostSituationRule ] .
eso:pre_ChangeOfPossession
eso:post_ChangeOfPossession

a eso:SituationRule .
a eso:SituationRule .

Note that, by defining the “rule” for instantiating situations based on owl:hasValue
restrictions, we can later exploit reasoning to infer that the same pre/post/during situations have to be triggered for any event type more specific than the considered one:
e.g., if we are considering an event of type eso:Getting, and eso:Getting is a subclass of
eso:ChangeOfPossession, the same rules for situations defined for eso:ChangeOfPossession
automatically apply also for eso:Getting, without having to redefine them.
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Each eso:SituationRule individual is then specialized to define exactly how the triples
inside the Situation named graph have to be defined. This is done by defining an individual
(of type SituationRuleAssertion) for each assertion to be created, having three annotation
properties assertions:
eso:hasSituationAssertionSubject : the object of this triple is the role of the event to
be used as subject in the assertion;
eso:hasSituationAssertionProperty : the object of this triple is the predicate to be
used in the assertion. It is either a binary property or an unary property;
eso:hasSituationAssertionObject : the object of this triple is the role of the event or
the data value (in case of unary properties) to be used as object in the assertion.
Consider for instance the eso:pre ChangeOfPossession situation rule:
eso:pre_ChangeOfPossession
eso:hasSituationRuleAssertion
eso:hasSituationRuleAssertion

pre_ChangeOfPossession_assertion1;
pre_ChangeOfPossession_assertion2.

This rule triggers the instantiation of two assertions, eso:pre ChangeOfPossession assertion1
and eso:pre ChangeOfPossession assertion2, defined as follow:
eso:pre_ChangeOfPossession_assertion1
eso:hasSituationAssertionSubject
eso:hasSituationAssertionProperty
hasSituationAssertionObject

eso:possession-owner_1;
eso:hasInPossession;
eso:possession-theme.

eso:pre_ChangeOfPossession_assertion2
eso:hasSituationAssertionSubject
eso:hasSituationAssertionProperty
hasSituationAssertionObject

eso:possession-owner_2;
eso:notHasInPossession;
eso:possession-theme.

Therefore, from an event instance :eventX of type eso:ChangeOfPossession, having
roles :instanceX (eso:possession-owner 1 role), :instanceY (eso:possession-owner 2 role),
and :instanceZ (eso:possession-theme role), by interpreting the aforementioned rule schema
we can instantiate a pre-situation named graph, :eventX pre, defined as follows:
:eventX_pre {
:instanceX
:instanceY
}

eso:hasInPossession
eso:notHasInPossession

:instanceZ .
:instanceZ .

where the first assertion is created due to eso:pre ChangeOfPossession assertion1, while
the second assertion is due to eso:pre ChangeOfPossession assertion2.
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Adaptation of the instantiation of the assertions in ESO Version 2 In specific
cases we also allow that assertions are instantiated even though no instance exists for the
ESO role. We do this by adding an OWL existential restriction on the event class for the
role considered. The reasoner will check if an instance of the role exists, if not it will create a
blank node. The OWL existential restriction is applied in ESO to event classes that express
a relative change in the value of an attribute (e.g. Damaging, Increasing, Attacking) where
the attribute itself such as ’price’ or ’damagedness’ often remains implicit. As such, it is
possible to assert statements based on ’incomplete’ information if needed. It is possible
to use this restriction for more assertions as is done now in ESO. In this way, for each
assertion it can be defined whether or not it should be instantiated if no instance for a role
is found. This allows for extracting partial statements about instances.
We will explain the instantiation of assertions with this restriction by means of the
class eso:Increasing where the value of some attribute (e.g. volume, speed, price) increases
relatively to some previous value of the attribute: ”Mary increased the production”. This
event corresponds to the triples:
:eventX_pre

a eso:Increasing
eso:quantity-item

;
:production

;

We defined the restriction on the role (quantity-attribute) at the class level:
eso:Increasing rdfs:subClassOf [
a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty
eso:triggersPreSituationRule
owl:hasValue
eso:pre_Increasing ] .
eso:Increasing rdfs:subClassOf [
a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty
eso:triggersPostSituationRule
owl:hasValue
eso:post_Increasing ] .
eso:Increasing rdfs:subclassOf [
a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty
eso:quantity-attribute
;
owl:someValuesFrom
owl:Thing] .
eso:pre_Increasing
eso:post_Increasing

;

;

a eso:SituationRule .
a eso:SituationRule .

These are the situation rule assertions defined for the pre an post situation of
eso:Increasing.
eso:pre_Increasing_assertion1
eso:hasSituationAssertionSubject
eso:hasSituationAssertionProperty
eso:hasSituationAssertionObject
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eso:pre_Increasing_assertion2
eso:hasSituationAssertionSubject
eso:hasSituationAssertionProperty
eso:hasSituationAssertionObjectValue

eso:quantity-attribute;
eso:hasRelativeValue;
‘-’

eso:post_Increasing_assertion1
eso:hasSituationAssertionSubject
eso:hasSituationAssertionProperty
eso:hasSituationAssertionObject

eso:quantity-item;
eso:hasAttribute;
eso:quantity-attribute.

eso:post_Increasing_assertion2
eso:hasSituationAssertionSubject
eso:hasSituationAssertionProperty
eso:hasSituationAssertionObjectValue

eso:quantity-attribute;
eso:hasRelativeValue;
‘+’
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The pre and post situation named graphs for our example sentence ”Mary increased
the production” can now be instantiated as follows:
:eventX_pre {
:production
:xyz123
:eventX_post
:production
:xyz123
}

eso:hasAttribute
eso:hasRelativeValue

:xyz123
‘ - ’

eso:hasAttribute
eso:hasRelativeValue

:xyz123
‘ + ’

These instantiations can be paraphrased as follows: the production has some unknown
attribute and the value of this attribute has become more (+) after the event then it was
before the event (-), meaning that the production goes from less (-) to more (+).
Alternatively, if the attribute is known, the assertions will instantiate the role that models the actual attribute. For a sentence like ”Mary increased the price of the components”,
the event will look as follow:
:eventX_pre a eso:Increasing ;
eso:quantity-item
:component
eso:quantity-attribute
:price ;

;

and the assertions will be instantiated as follows:
:eventX_pre {
:component
:price
:eventX_post
:component
:price
}

eso:hasAttribute
eso:hasRelativeValue

:price
‘ - ’

eso:hasAttribute
eso:hasRelativeValue

:price
‘ + ’
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Mappings from external resources to ESO

A key ingredient of ESO is the mapping from ESO roles to FrameNet Frame Entities and
from ESO classes to FrameNet frames and SUMO6 classes. The mappings to FrameNet
are necessary to translate the annotations provided by the SRL module to our ontology
vocabulary, exploited by the reasoning module to instantiate situations from events.
For each event class and each role in ESO, we defined a set of annotations representing
the corresponding frames and frame elements:
• correspondToFrameNetFrame relatedMatch: this property is defined to refer to
FrameNet frames that express a related concept
• correspondToFrameNetFrame closeMatch: this property is defined to refer to
FrameNet frames that more or less express the same concept
• correspondToFrameNetFrame broadMatch: this property is defined to refer to
FrameNet frames that express a more general concept
• correspondToFrameNetElement: this property is defined to refer to FrameNet Frame
Entities
• correspondToSUMOClass relatedMatch: this property is defined to refer to
FrameNet frames that express a related concept
• correspondToSUMOClass closeMatch: this property is defined to refer to FrameNet
frames that more or less express the same concept
• correspondToSUMOClass broadMatch: this property is defined to refer to FrameNet
frames that express a more general concept
For instance, the following assertions via property eso:correspondsToFrameNetFrame closeMatch are defined for the event type eso:Giving:
eso:Giving

eso:correspondsToFrameNetFrame_closeMatch
fn:Giving, fn:Sending, fn:Supply.

meaning that, if a frame of type fn:Giving, fn:Sending, or fn:Supply is identified in the
text, it has to be considered as an event of type eso:Giving, and therefore pre/post/during
situation rules defined for eso:Giving should be triggered.
The correspondToFrameNetFrame broadMatch property is used to specify that some
ESO class is related to a FrameNet frame that expresses a more general concept. The
following mappings are defined for the event class eso:Increasing:
6
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eso:Increasing
eso:correspondsToFrameNetFrame_broadMatch
fn:Change_of_quantity_of_possession
fn:Cause_change_of_position_on_a_scale
fn:Change_position_on_a_scale
fn:Proliferating_in_number
fn:Expansion
fn:Cause_expansion

meaning that, if a frame of type fn:fn:Change of quantity of possession is identified in the
text, it a) has to be considered as an event of type eso:Increasing, and b) the pre and
post situation assertions defined for eso:Increasing should be triggered only for a subset of the predicates associated to this frame. As such, these mappings allow to define
assertions on a more specific level than the FrameNet frame. The correspondToFrameNetFrame relatedMatch property is defined in ESO but currently not in use. (See also Section 3.3.2 on the mappings from ESO to FrameNet and SUMO.)
For ESO roles we use the eso:correspondsToFrameNetElement property. For instance
the ESO role eso:possession-owner 1 is mapped to the following frame elements, meaning
that if a fn:Seller or fn:Victim is identified in text, it is considered to be of the type
eso:possession-owner-1:
eso:possession-owner-1
eso:correspondsToFrameNetElement
fn:Seller,fn:Supplier,fn:Lender,
fn:Sender,fn:Donor,fn:Source,
fn:Exporter,fn:Victim, Exporting_area.

3.3

The Event and Situation Ontology: Content Description

In this section we first explain how ESO was build, next we describe the various content of
ESO in more details with respect to the class hierarchy, the roles and the assertions. This
section builds upon the section on ESO from Deliverable 5-2-1 and has been extended and
updated where applicable.
3.3.1

Building the Event and Situation Ontology

As a first step in building a domain specific ontology, we carried out a statistical analysis
of the events in a subset of the car data set. We chose to include only events related to
FrameNet for this analysis as the frames associated to predicates provide a set of roles
(Frame Elements); both are needed to formulate the pre and post situations of the events.
We extracted all predicates with an external reference to FrameNet from a set of 65,540
NAF files. This yielded a total of 3,612,511 predicates, 2,147 unique combinations of a
lexical unit and a FrameNet frame and 428 unique frames. Note that a frame can be
linked to multiple lexical units. In order to select the domain events and related frames,
we annotated all predicates as being either contextual, grammatical, cognitive, perceptive
or related to communication:
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Totals
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Number of frames Unique predicates Total predicate frequency
88
396
818,291 (22.65%)
36
222
337,766 (9.34%)
9
50
96,821(2.68%)
78
173
1,002,109 (27.73%)
234
1306
1,357,524 (37.57%)
445
2147
3,612,511

Table 1: Statistics on the predicates related to a FrameNet frame per predicate type
• Communication: all predicates related to communication, communicative gestures,
motions and actions: (remark, write, hush, forbid, howl, smile, censure, translate,
nod, sing, wave)
• Cognitive predicates: all predicates expressing states of mind and mental processes
that may or may not induce actions: (prefer, expect, worry, hope, deduce, classify,
interpret, know, adopt, choose);
• Perception: all predicates that denote physical experiences and sensations: (feel,
sense, hurt, observe, find, spy, taste);
• Grammatical: all predicates that express aspect of another verb and light verbs:
(prevent, stop, take, remain, precede, engage, contain, imply);
• Contextual predicates. All predicates that do not belong to one of the previous
classes are contextual and potentially important for the domain: (fluctuate, meet,
break, melt, buy, accompany, refresh, sleep).
All predicates belonging to Communication, Cognition and Perception were set aside as
input for the attribution model, whereas the grammatical predicates are left out because
they do not introduce events in a timeline but rather express properties of events. The
contextual predicates then form the group of potential important events for the car domain.
Table 1 shows the statistics on the extracted predicates related to a FrameNet frame in
this data set. About 63% of all predicates found is not domain-specific; grammatical
and communication related predicates make up the majority of the not domain-specific
predicates with 27.73% and 22.65% respectively. The contextual predicates dominate the
statistics, both in the number of unique frames (234), unique predicates (1306) and total
predicate frequency (1,357,524).
For building the ontology, we need to define the following structures:
1. A hierarchy of events that are important for the domain and allows for inferencing;
2. A set of properties that allows for defining the most salient pre, post and during
situation of the event;
3. A set of statements that defines the roles of the entities affected by the change.
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The ESO Event Class Hierarchies and Mappings

To derive the first component for the ontology —a hierarchy of important domain events—
we used the list of extracted contextual predicates with FrameNet mappings. As such,
we started with 234 frames and 1,306 unique predicates with potentiality to be domain
important. To scope this set, we put a threshold on the frames: all frames that were
found only once, and in combination with a predicate with a frequency under 100, were
not taken into account. As a result, 183 frames remained. Next, we experimented with
three approaches to select a set of frames for modeling the event ontology.
In the first approach, we tried to select the most important frames by sorting on:
a) the number of unique predicates that were found for this frame; b) the frequency of
these predicates in our data; c) a combination of both. However, it turned out that these
frequency statistics were not reliable enough. The number of predicates found for a frame
depends solely on how many predicates have been defined in FrameNet. As such, it is not a
strong pointer to dominant concepts. Additionally, some predicates are known to be high
frequent for a frame, and this biases the frequency statistics we derived: a predicate such
as make sometimes makes up half of the total predicate frequency of a frame.
In the second approach, we experimented with manually relating the frames from the
car data back to the FrameNet to see if we could conceptually group and select concepts
for the ontology. This turned out to be problematic as well, since there is no full subclass
hierarchy in FrameNet. Also, the frames themselves are organized by frame-semantic
principles, meaning that some frames group lexical units that represent different concepts
from a more ontological point of view. For instance fn:Forming Relationships groups both
marry and divorce and fn:Change position on a scale encompasses increase and decrease.
As such, we decided to use FrameNet in a later stage of modeling the ontology.
In the third and final approach, we turned to another background model to organize
the frames. For this, we have used the SUMO ontology7 as it is freely available, welldocumented, it has a good coverage and is mapped to English Wordnet.
First, we made a selection of the 183 frames based on their expected importance for
the domain: frames such as Cooking creation, Ingest substance and Location of light were
left out. This resulted in 92 frames with the potential to be domain specific. The workflow
for defining the hierarchy of dynamic event classes is as follows:
1. The initial and unstructured set of 92 frames was mapped manually to SUMO classes
in order to organize the frames. All frames that expressed static events were set aside.
2. From this mapping, we selected four top nodes in SUMO that represented the
main conceptual clusters for the frames expressing dynamic events: Motion, InternalChange, ChangeOfPossession and IntentionalProcess. In this step, we also started
to group similar frames into one class. For instance, the main difference between the
frames Departing and Quitting a place is a specification of the entity that moves.
For our purposes, this level of granularity is not necessary. As such, both frames
have been defined as corresponding to the ESO class Departing.
7
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3. Next, we checked the SUMO class hierarchy of Motion, InternalChange, ChangeOfPossession and IntentionalProcess to select additional classes that may be of importance for the car domain, such as Investing and Importing.
4. We defined four hierarchies consisting of ESO classes with a mapping to SUMO and
FrameNet and potential ESO classes with only a SUMO mapping.
5. To increase the coverage, we mapped back from these ESO classes to FrameNet
frames. For this, we used the existing frame-to-frame relations in FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2006). These additional were either a) found in the car data, but
previously ruled out by the thresholds or b) not found in the car data but a frame
for the ESO class does exist in FrameNet. In some cases, frames were found for
which we had no SUMO-based ESO class. In those cases, a new ESO subclass was
defined. Also, for some SUMO-based ESO classes no corresponding frame could be
found. These classes were kept in the ontology nevertheless as placeholder for future
extensions. As such, we have ESO classes with mappings to both FrameNet and
SUMO, ESO classes with only a mapping to FrameNet, and ESO classes with only a
mapping to SUMO. Furthermore, to keep the hierarchy clean, we opted to use single
inheritance only for all event classes in the ontology.
For the static event classes that were set aside earlier, we performed the same workflow.
However, the static event classes are represented as a flat hierarchy in the ontology since
inferencing over these classes is not deemed to be useful here.
Updates Version 2 In version 2 of the ESO ontology, the class hierarchy has been
updated and extended, partially based on the user feedback at the Hackathons and User
Evaluations in January 2015. The following changes were made:
• New classes: Increasing, Decreasing, BeginningARelationship, EndingARelationship,
BeingInUse, BeingDamaged, StartingAnActivity, StoppingAnActivity and HavingAValue.
• Deleted classes: ChangeOfLeadership (merged with Replacing), OrganizationalEvent
(non-functional class), ChangeOfRelationship (split into BeginningARelationship
and EndingARelationship), SocialInteraction (non-functional class), Constructing
(merged with Creating) and Manufacturing (also merged with Creating).
• Hierarchy change: Meeting was replaced from subclass of DynamicEvent to subclass
of StaticEvent.
• Label change: InEmployment has changed into BeingInEmployment to prevent confusion with the labels of some properties related to this class.
The motivation for the hierarchy changes is based on the observation that some
important concepts were missing in ESO. Also, for some classes such as eso:Constructing
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and eso:Manufacturing the distinction between the two classes and their superclass
was not clear, as such, all three classes have been merged into one (eso:Creating).
Additionally, some classes have been split to enable proper modeling of the pre and post
situation assertions such as eso:ChangeOfRelationship for which we now have two new
classes (eso:BeginningARelationship, eso:EndingARelationship) and eso:QuantityChange
that has two new subclasses (eso:Increasing and eso:Decreasing). Classes such as
eso:OrganizationalEvent have been removed as its only function was to serve as an
intermediate class in the hierarchy. Further, we added a few new static events that could
capture the explicit mentions that will also be of inferred by the reasoner as a pre or post
situations pertaining to a dynamic event. All new classes have mappings to at least one
FrameNet frame; SUMO mappings were added where possible.
In ESO version 2, we also changed the mapping properties to the external resources
FrameNet and SUMO as was explained in section 3.2.4. This is motivated by the
observation that some of the FrameNet frames should be considered as e.g. more
general then our ESO classes; we specified this by SKOS-like mappings. For instance,
in the new ESO the class eso:QuantityChange has been split into eso:Increasing and
eso:Decreasing. For each class we specified a correspondToFrameNetFrame broadMatch
to e.g. fn:Change position on a scale. This frame associates predicates expressing both
increases and decreases into one frame. With the new mapping property we specify that
a subset of predicates associated to this frame will pertain to eso:Increasing and the
other set to eso:Decreasing. The SKOS-like mappings will be replaced by proper SKOS
mappings as soon as ESO is published as Linked Open Data.
In addition to ESO.owl, manual mappings to Princeton Wordnet 3.0 have been created
for all lexical units in a FrameNet frame associated to ESO. Also, for each lexical unit the
relation to the ESO class is specified. For instance, the lexical unit ’increase.v’ belongs to
the frame fn:Cause change position on a scale; we mapped this lexical unit manually to
two synsets and we specified that this lexical unit belongs conceptually to eso:Increasing.
As such, we specified which lexical units from fn:Change position on a scale belong to
eso:Increasing and which ones to eso:Decreasing. This information is vital for a) updating
the PredicateMatrix with the new ESO classes and roles, b) ensuring that the correct assertions in ESO are triggered. In total, 1614 lexical units from FrameNet have been mapped,
covering 1918 Wordnet synsets. The mappings have been kept outside ESO in order not to
overburden the ontology; the file itself can be downloaded from the NewsReader website.
3.3.3

Properties and Roles for Defining the Situation Assertions

The second and third component of the ontology consists of properties and roles which
are used for defining the assertions of the pre, post and during situations. All properties
are hand-build, based on the shared semantics of the predicates related to a FrameNet
frame and ESO class. The ESO roles define what entities are affected by a change and
serve as the domain and range of the properties. The majority of the ESO roles is mapped
to a selection of FrameNet Frame Entitites (FEs); these were selected manually from the
FrameNet frames that correspond to an ESO class. This implies that not all FrameEntities
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SUMO: JoiningAnOrganization
fn: Hiring
fn: Get_a_job

SUMO: LeavingAnOrganization
fn: Firing
fn: Quitting
post
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pre
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eso::JoiningAnOrganization

X= fn: Employee
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eso:LeavingAnOrganization

Assertions:
X employedAt Y
Y employs X

"Y=fn: Employer

during
situation

eso:BeingInEmployment

fn: Being_employed
fn: Employing

Figure 2: The shared assertion properties of a static and a dynamic event

of a frame are mapped to ESO but only those that play a role in the assertions. For
instance, the FEs fn:Self mover and fn:Theme are mapped to eso:translocation-theme,
while the FEs ’Speed’ and ’Manner’ from the same frame are not used in ESO since they
are not represented by our assertions.
An important modeling decision is that we define all assertions at the highest possible
level in the ontology. This way, all subclasses will inherit the same assertions and roles
which reduces redundancy. As such, many ESO roles have mappings to FEs that are aggregated from all mappings from ESO classes to FrameNet frame in a given subhierarchy. This
is especially the case for the subhierarchies eso:Translocation and eso:ChangeOfPossession.
These aggregated mappings have been checked carefully on conflicting roles.
Another notable modeling choice here, is that the assertion properties for static event
classes are partially shared with the assertion properties of the dynamic event classes. This
is illustrated in Figure 2. Here, the same properties (employedAt and employs) are used in
the pre situation assertion for the dynamic event class LeavingAnOrganization, in the post
situation assertion for the dynamic event class JoiningAnOrganization and in the during
situation assertion of the static event class BeingInEmployment. As a result, the relation
between the inferred situation of a dynamic event and the explicit mention of some state
by a static event becomes explicit. Modeling the properties this way facilitates querying
for chains of related changes and states in the KnowledgeStore.
Updates Version 2 An important update in ESO version 2 with respect to the previous
version is the addition of many new assertions and thus properties and roles. This was
motivated by the observation that the assertions were not expressive enough to capture
important information for the financial-economic domain. Also, the modeling of scalar
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values turned out to be too basic. The meta model of the ontology has been adapted to
allow for asserting the scalar and relative values as explained in section 3.2.3.
Another modification in the new version of ESO is the addition of during situation
assertions for a selection of dynamic events. In the previous version, during situation
assertions were only applied for static event classes. This addition enables us to capture
information that only holds during the time span of the dynamic event, which is especially
important for FinancialTransaction and all its subclasses such as eso:Buying where the
value of some exchanged entity only holds during the transaction.
Here, we illustrate the expressivity of the new situation assertions in a non-formal way
by means of three classes in ESO: eso:Increasing (Figure 3), eso:JoiningAnOrganization
(Figure 4) and eso:Buying (Figure 5). For more examples of all the properties, roles,
assertions and instantiations in ESO, we refer to the Appendix.
The assertions for the class eso:Increasing are exemplary for how scalar values are modeled
in ESO. Scalar values are also defined for the classes eso:Decreasing, eso:ChangingShape
and eso:Damaging, amongst others. Here, the pre and post situations of eso:Increasing
allow to define that something has increased in relation to the state before the event,
even if the actual attribute is not known. If we find an instance of the ESO role that
models the attribute (here: eso:quantity-attribute), the role is instantiated as is shown in
the first example sentence (price). If the attribute remains implicit, we create a blank
node that allows us to still capture the relative values as is shown for the second example
sentence. For the attribute, we define that it has a relative value ‘-’, or ‘minus’ before the
event and ‘+’ or ‘more’ after the event. Additionally, we defined properties that define
the actual value (hasValue) and the ratio of the increase (hasRelativeIncrease). Note that
the property ‘hasValue’ is also used for the static event class eso:HavingAValue were static
values of attributes are captured.
In the case of e.g. eso:Injuring, eso:Damaging and eso:Attacking, we also use ‘+’ and
‘-’ as the range of the property hasRelativeValue. Since we do not formally define the
semantics of the encodings, these symbols can be understood here as ‘better state’ and
‘worse state’ respectively.
Next, we illustrate the expressivity of the properties and assertions for the class
eso:JoiningAnOrganization (Figure 4).The assertions of this class show the additional
information that can be captured with respect to the previous version of ESO. Initially, we
defined a basic assertions for each situation: before the event, the employee is not employed
for the employer and after the event the employer is employed at the employer. In the new
ESO, nothing has changed in the pre situation of this class as no other statements than
can be defined that will always hold (someone may have had the same function or task at
another employer). However, for the post situation, we defined additional assertions that
capture important information for the domain, e.g. that someone has some function and a
task after the event. Also, we modeled the value that is associated with the employment
such as the value of e.g. the salary or the hiring fee. Since this value is not a direct
property of the employee, we modeled this with an attribute and an optional blank node
as was also shown for eso:Increasing. Note that not all assertions will always fire; if no
instance can be found for the role employment-task, the assertion rule will be skipped by
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Figure 3: eso:Increasing: assertions and assertion instantiation
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Figure 4: eso:JoiningAnOrganization: assertions and assertion instantiation

the reasoner.
Next, we show the new during situation assertions by means of the dynamic event class
eso:Buying (Figure 5). This example shows how the during situation assertion is applied
to capture the value of the item. As such we also have defined that the economic value of
the item is defined by the transaction and is not intrinsic to the item itself. Additionally,
this example shows that this class inherits its roles and assertions from its superclasses
eso:FinancialTransaction and eso:ChangeOfPossession. A number of mappings from ESO
roles to FrameNet FEs may seem odd for this class (e.g. fn:Victim and fn:Borrower),
however these FEs are not associated in FrameNet to the frame fn:Commerce buy. Therefore, they will not be found by the NWR Semantic Role Labeling module in relation to
predicates that express a buying event in text.
3.3.4

Content Overview of the Event and Situation Ontology

In this section, we first give statistics of the content of the current version and previous
version of ESO; next we show some more detailed overviews of the content.
As was reported in the previous sections, ESO has had some major extensions to
comply with the needs of the end users in the financial-economic domain. The volume of
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Figure 5: eso:Buying: assertions and assertion instantiation
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Component
Number of event classes
DynamicEvent classes
StaticEvent classes
SUMO class mappings
FrameNet Frame mappings
Situation rules
Situation rule assertions
Pre situation rule assertions
Post situation rule assertions
During situation rule assertions
Properties
Unary properties
Binary properties
ESO roles
Mappings to FrameNet FEs
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ESO Version 1 ESO Version 2
59
63
50
50
9
13
46
46
94
103
30
50
35
123
15
41
11
52
9
30
24
58
4
11
20
47
33
65
58
131

Table 2: Overview of the content in ESO Version 1 and in ESO Version 2
this extension is shown in table 2.
Most notable in this table is the increase in the number of assertions (from 35 to 123),
properties (from 24 to 58) and ESO roles (from 33 to 65) with respect to the previous
version. Additionally, many more mappings to FrameNet FEs were created (from 58 to
131) to capture the entities affected by a change.
ESO Version 2 comprises 63 event classes divided over dynamic event classes (50) and
static event classes (13). The dynamic event class hierarchy consists of four major nodes:
eso:ChangeOfPossession, eso:Motion, eso:InternalChange and eso:IntentionalEvent. An
overview of the dynamic event hierarchy is presented in Figure 6. The static events are
modeled into a flat hierarchy; an overview of the static events classes is presented in Figure
7. Finally, an overview of the mappings from ESO classes to FrameNet Frames and SUMO
classes is given in Table 3. The default mapping here is closeMatch; the relatedMatch and
broadMatch mappings have been shortened here in ’rm:’ and ’bm:’ respectively.
ESO Class
Arriving
Attacking
BeginningARelationship
BeingAtAPlace

BeingDamaged
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FrameNet frame
Arriving
Vehicle landing
Attack
bm:Forming relationships
Residence
Presence
Temporary stay
Being located
bm:Being operational

SUMO class
Arriving
ViolentContest
-

-
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BeingEmployed
BeingInAPersonalRelationship
BeingInExistence
BeingInUse

BeingLeader
BeingOperational
Borrowing
Buying
ChangeOfPossession
ChangingShape
Collaboration
Creating

Damaging
Decreasing

Destroying
Distribution
DynamicEvent
EndingARelationship
Escaping
Exporting
FinancialTransaction
Getting
Giving

HavingAValue
HavingInPossession
Importing
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Being employed
Employing
Personal relationship
Existence
bm:Being operational
Using resource
Using
Leadership
Being operational
Borrowing
Commerce buy
rm:Transfer
Manipulate into shape
Reshaping
Collaboration
Building
Intentionally create
Creating
Manufacturing
Damaging
Render nonfunctional
bm:Change of quantity of possession
bm:Cause change of position on a scale
bm:Change position on a scale
bm:Proliferating in number
bm:Expansion
bm:Cause expansion
Cause to fragment
Destroying
Dispersal
bm: Forming relationships
Escaping
Fleeing
Exporting
Commercial transaction
Receiving
Getting
Sending
Giving
Supply
Amounting to
Possession
Retaining
Importing
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-

Borrowing
Buying
ChangeOfPossession
ShapeChange
Cooperation
Constructing
Making
Creation
Manufacture
Damaging
Decreasing

Destruction
Escaping
Exporting
FinancialTransaction
Getting
Giving

rm:Exporting
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Increasing

Injuring
Installing
IntentionalEvent
InternalChange
Investing
JoiningAnOrganization
Killing
Leaving

LeavingAnOrganization
Lending
Meeting

Merging
Motion
Paying
Placing
QuantityChange
Removing
Renting
RentingOut
Replacing

Selling
Separating
StartingAnActivity
StaticEvent
Stealing
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bm:Change position on a scale
Cause proliferation in number
bm:Change of quantity of possession
bm:Expansion
bm:Proliferating in number
bm:Cause expansion
bm:Cause change of position on a scale
Experience bodily harm
Cause harm
Installing
Intentionally act
Hiring
Get a job
Execution
Killing
Vehicle departure initial state
Departing
Setting out
Quitting a place
Firing
Quitting
Lending
Assemble
Come together
Social event
Amalgamation
Cause to amalgamate
Motion
Commerce pay
Placing
Removing
Renting
Renting out
Replacing
Take place of
Change of leadership
Commerce sell
Becoming separated
Separating
Activity start
State
Theft
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Increasing

Injuring
Installing
IntentionalProcess
InternalChange
Investing
bm:JoiningAnOrganization
Killing
Leaving

TerminatingEmployment
Lending
Meeting

Combining
Motion
Payment
Putting
QuantityChange
Removing
Renting
Substituting

Selling
Separating
Stealing
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Component
Total events
ESO events
ESO events with at least one ESO role
ESO events with at least one asserted situation
ESO events with a pre- and post situation
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ESO Version 1
ESO Version 2
25.156.574
42.296.287
5.351.585 (21%)
22.651.885 (53.5%)
1.371.347 (25.6%) 11.896.617 (52.4%)
255.470 (4.7%)
7.514.236 (33.1%)
138.829 (2.6%)
7.013.785 (30.9%)

Table 4: Overview of the coverage in the Car dataset of ESO Version 1 and in ESO Version
2
StoppingAnActivity
Taking
Translocation

Transportation
Working

3.4

Activity stop
Taking
UnilateralGetting
Self motion
Translocation
Cotheme
Traversing
Use vehicle
Intentional traversing
Ride vehicle
Travel
Operate vehicle
Cause motion
Bringing
Transportation
Delivery
Working a post
Work
Table 3: Mappings from ESO classes to FrameNet frames and
SUMO including a shortened specification of the mapping.

ESO Coverage in the Car Dataset

In this section we provide an overview of the differences in coverage of ESO in the current
and previous version of the Car data set. Note that the current set comprises about
2.3 million documents while the previous contained approximately 1.2 million documents.
Table 4 shows that the coverage of ESO increased considerably. Naturally, the number of
events found doubled in size due to the bigger data set. However, of these events, many
more were labeled as an ESO event (an increase from 21% to 53.5 %), while the number of
events with at least one ESO role climbed from 25.6% to 52.4%. Also the number of ESO
events with a pre and a post situation increased from 2.6% to 30.9%. As such, these figures
show that ESO version 2 labels considerably more events and roles than ESO version 1.
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Taking
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Borrowing
Getting

Renting

Thing
Lending
ChangeOfPossession
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Renting_out
FinancialTransaction
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Buying

Importing

Paying
Investing
Transportation
Motion
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Leaving
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Arriving
Dynamic
Event

Removing
Placing
Installing
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Damaging

Injuring

Destroying
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Merging
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BeginningARelationship
EndingARelationship

Figure 6: Overview of the dynamic event class hierarchy
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Thing
BeingAtAPlace
BeingDamaged
StaticEvent

BeingEmployed
BeingInAPersonalRelationship
BeingInExistence
BeingInUse
BeingLeader
BeingOperational
Collaboration
HavingAValue
HavingInPossession
Meeting
Working

Figure 7: Overview of the dynamic event class hierarchy
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ESO-based Validity Checks

The application of the Event and Implied Situation Ontology for NewsReader is not restricted to capturing events and asserting information about changes and states in the
world. In fact, the properties and roles in the assertions can also be used for validity
checks of the data. For this, we assembled an initial list of co-occurrences of ESO properties and roles in the data that may point to possible contradictions, inconsistencies and
suspicious cases. As such, we can flag the instantiations of our assertions that either stem
from contradictory statements in the original documents or from possible erroneous output
of the NewsReader pipeline.
Here, we present and discuss some non-formal examples of the restrictors that can be
used for the validity checks:
1. Duplication of role instances for the same property. for all binary properties holds
that the instances of X (x) and Y (y) should be different: X atPlace Y (NOT: x
atPlace x)
2. Contradicting or suspicious instantiations: NOT x atPlace y t1 AND x atPlace z
(t1) (contradicting); NOT x isLeaderOf y t1 AND z isLeaderOf y (t1) (possible but
suspicious)
3. Suspicious instantiations based on implicit role restrictions: collaboratesWith - hasValue (for x, not time bounded)
4. Existence constraints: hasInPossession - notExist (for x and y at time t1)
For 1) we state that the instances of X and Y should always be different for every
property; if we find e.g. dbp:United States eso:atPlace dbp:United States this may point
to an error in the NERC module or to a metonymic use of United States in the original text.
In 2) we present two examples of suspicious assertion instantiations. The first restrictor
states that some entity is not likely to be at two different places at the same time; the
second one defines that it is possible but suspicious if two persons are leader of the same
organization at the same time. In 3) the restrictor is based on the implicit role restrictions
in ESO; here we state that if we find the same instance as assertion subject for the property
collaboratesWith and as assertion subject for the property hasValue, then one of the two
assertion instantiations is suspicious as the first property selects animate beings and the
second one abstract attributes. Finally, we have formulated a set of existence constraints.
In 4) for example, we define that if at some point in time someone has something in
possession and one of the two is claimed not to exist at the same time, we know that one
of the two assertion instantiations is suspicious.

3.6

Evaluation of the Event and Situation Ontology

The ontology is evaluated on two aspects. First, we derived recall and precision of the
ESO labeling of predicates and roles by the NewsReader pipeline compared to a manually
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annotated corpus (the MeanTime corpus)8 (Minard et al., 2016). Second, we focus on the
quality of the events and the knowledge inferred by the assertion rules in ESO. For this,
we carried out quality checks of the ESO events in a KnowledgeStore based on the automatic labeled version of the MeanTime corpus. Additionally, we created a gold standard
KnowledgeStore based on manual ESO annotations in the MeanTime corpus and compare
both versions of the KnowledgeStore. The results of the evaluation have been published
in (Segers et al., 2016a), (Segers et al., 2016b).
3.6.1

Manual annotation of MeanTime with ESO classes and roles

The MeanTime consists of 120 news articles selected from WikiNews 9 and is used as an
evaluation corpus for the NewsReader pipeline. To evaluate the automatic ESO labeling,
this corpus was annotated with ESO classes and roles. If a predicate has no participants,
we only typed the predicate with an ESO class. Annotations were applied for the first five
sentences of each article, thus resulting in an annotated corpus of 600 annotated sentences.
In total, 712 predicates were manually annotated with an ESO class and 1033 roles (3024
tokens) with an ESO role. The system labeled 2,765 role tokens and 505 predicates. In
total, 142 predicates have been labeled with the correct ESO class and 310 tokens with
the correct ESO role. On the MeanTime corpus, the system seems to obtain low results.
As such, precision and recall of the predicates is 28.1% and 20% respectively; for the roles,
the precision and recall is 11.21% and 10.24%. However, the evaluation of the Mate tool
that is used for the Semantic Role Labeling scores an F1 of 34.74 for this corpus.10 Also,
an inspection of the manually annotated data and the automatically generated data shows
that these low results are caused by a variety of issues. For instance, in the manual corpus,
annotations are included that are typically difficult to capture by the SRL, e.g. roles that
are embedded in another argument and metaphorical language use. Also, the SRL often
assigns multiple ESO classes for one predicate or it generates the same role label to different
roles. However, as the results of the next paragraph will show, through the crystallisation
from predicates to events, a substantial amount of noise is filtered out.
3.6.2

Quality checks of the ESO events

For the quality checks of the ESO events and situations, we created two KnowledgeStores;
the first one (KS-1) is based on the output of the Newsreader pipeline on the MeanTime
corpus, the second one (KS-2) is based on the Gold Standard manual annotations of MeanTime.
For the automatic version of the KnowledgeStore (KS-1), all 120 WikiNews articles
were processed by the NewsReader Pipeline (Agerri, 2015) using the Predicate Matrix
and ESO; next, a module called NAF2SEM merged identical events across documents and
8

http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/data/wikinews/
https://en.wikinews.org
10
see (Agerri, 2015) for an overview and discussion of the Mate results
9
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Resource
Total predicates
WordNet
VerbNet
PropBank
FrameNet
ESO
Total roles
VerbNet
PropBank
FrameNet
ESO
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Label frequency KS-1
7,060
15,157
12,294
10,018
12,330
4,337
15,652
14,474
10,312
17,680
3,230

Table 5: Overview of the number of predicate and role labels in the WikiNews corpus
labeled by the Predicate Matrix enriched with ESO
translated all events into SEM-RDF and finally, all events were loaded into the KnowledgeStore (Corcoglioniti et al., 2015) and further enriched by the ESO reasoner that infers all
ESO assertions, based on the class and role labels. For the Gold Standard version of the
KnowledgeStore (KS-2), we took the manual annotations as input, converted the annotated
documents to NAF and ran NAF2SEM and loaded the event in the KnowledgeStore.
Quality checks of KS-1 In table 5 we provide the results of the output of the pipeline
with respect to the labels for roles and events found. As for comparison, the results of the
manual annotation are presented in column three. In total, 7,060 predicates were found
in the MeanTime corpus. These predicates are assigned one or multiple labels by the
Predicate Matrix such as WordNet synset IDs (15,157), FrameNet Frames (12,330) and
ESO classes (3,405). The relatively low number of predicates with an ESO class is due to
the fact that ESO covers a limited set of concepts and ignores e.g. all speech acts. This
table also shows the number of labels found for the roles. In total, 15,652 roles were found
that each can again have one or multiple labels. In contrast, the manual annotation of the
corpus shows lower numbers for the amount of predicates and roles annotated with ESO.
This is due to the fact that during the manual annotation only one class or role label was
assigned for a mention while the automatic annotation often assigns multiple ESO classes
to one predicate, based on the mappings in the Predicate Matrix.
Next, we derived basic statistics from the KS-1 that contains all events derived from
the corpus. In table 6 we provide an overview. As is shown, 5,443 distinct events were
found of which 2,508 events with an ESO class. Of these events, 736 have at least also
an ESO role which is necessary to trigger the situation rules defined in ESO. In total, 444
events were found with inferred pre and post situations and 52 events with inferred during
situations. Note that the number of ESO classes that trigger a during situation is smaller
(12) than the set of classes that can trigger pre and post situations (46).
Finally, we manually inspected 52 ESO events in the KnowledgeStore with both a pre
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Component
Events
ESO events
ESO events
ESO events
ESO events
ESO events

with
with
with
with

ESO roles
pre and post situations
at least one inferred situation
a during situation
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KS-1
5443
2508
736
444
498
52

KS-2
1120
441
385
258
306
43

Table 6: ESO related statistics of the populated KnowledgeStores (KS-1 and KS-2) based
on the MeanTime corpus
ESO events with pre/post or during situation
Number of events inspected
Number events insp. with a pre/post situation
Number events insp. with a during situation
Correct class label
Correct pre and post situation(s)
Correct during situation(s)
Correct ESO events

495
52 (10.5%)
43
9
37 (71.1%)
18 (41.8%)
6 (66.6%)
21 (50%)

Table 7: Results of the analysis of ESO events with during or pre/post situation assertions
derived from the MeanTime corpus
and post situation (43) and ESO events with a during situation (9).11 For this, we randomly
selected one or two ESO events per class, depending on the number of occurrences. The
result of this inspection are shown in table 7.
We found 37 events (71.1%) with a correct class label and 18 events (41.8%) with
correct pre and post situations, meaning that the assertions made sense with respect to
the original sentences in the document and that the correct role instances were found, if
applicable. The set of events with a during situation was correct in 66,6% of the cases.
Overall, 21 out of 52 inspected ESO events were found to be correct.
Additionally, we performed an error analysis to investigate where errors or omissions
stemmed from. The results of the error analysis can be found in table 8. In general,
each of the 16 modules in the pipeline introduces some errors, which is reflected in the
outcome of the error analysis. For nine events we found that the sense of the predicate was
misinterpreted, for eight events multiple and conflicting ESO classes were assigned due to
some unavoidable level of ambiguity in the Predicate Matrix. In five cases, we found that
the Semantic Role Labeller picked up the wrong role; for ten events DBpedia Spotlight
assigned a wrong label for a named entity. These errors also resulted in 6 role duplications
where subject and object of an assertion are identical while they should not. For one event,
it caused conflicting assertions.
11

The data and analysis can be found at https://github.com/newsreader/eso
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Error in interpretation sentence (multiple causes)
Error in interpretation predicate
Multiple conflicting ESO classes assigned
Wrong role instance (non-entities)
Wrong role instance (entities)
Role instance duplication
Conflicting assertions
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3
9
8
5
10
6
1

Table 8: Results of the error analysis of the inspected ESO events derived from the MeanTime corpus
Resource
Total predicates
WordNet
VerbNet
PropBank
FrameNet
ESO
Total roles
VerbNet
PropBank
FrameNet
ESO

Label frequency KS-1
7,060
15,157
12,294
10,018
12,330
4,337
15,652
14,474
10,312
17,680
3,230

Label frequency KS-2
712
1033

Table 9: Overview of the number of ESO predicates and roles in the manually annotated
MeanTime corpus
Quality checks of KS-2 KnowledgeStore-2 is based on the manual annotations of MeanTime with ESO classes and roles. For this corpus, we provide the number of predicate and
role labels in table 9. In this table we also provide the numbers pertaining to KS-1 for
comparison. As is shown, the amount of manual annotated ESO predicates and roles is
far less then those generated by the system. As was explained, this is mainly due to the
fact that the SRL assigns multiple ESO classes for a predicate. Also, the system labels
words as predicate (e.g. manufacturer) which are not predicates. For these cases, roles are
generated which is reflected in higher number of role labels in KS-1 than in KS-2. Note
that MeanTime was not annotated with WordNet, PropBank, FrameNet or VerbNet.
Next, we derived basic statistics from the KS-2; in table 10 we provide the numbers of
KS-1 and KS-2 for comparison. As is shown, 1,120 distinct events were found of which 441
events with an ESO class. Of these events, 385 are accompanied with at least one ESO
role. In total, 258 events were found with inferred pre and post situations and 43 events
with inferred during situations. These results show that less events were found based on
the manually annotated data then in the automatically generated data.
The ESO events in KS-2 were inspected manually as was done for KS-1 to check a)
the quality of the assertions and b) to check whether any errors were introduced by either
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Component
Events
ESO events
ESO events
ESO events
ESO events
ESO events

with
with
with
with

ESO roles
pre and post situations
at least one inferred situation
a during situation
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KS-1
5443
2508
736
444
498
52

KS-2
1120
441
406
268
320
47

Table 10: ESO related statistics of the populated KnowledgeStores (KS-1 and KS-2) based
on the MeanTime corpus
the NAF2SEM module or the reasoner. As such we inspected 25 events with pre and
post situations and 5 events with a during situation. Since these ESO events are based on
manual annotations, the quality of the events, assertions and roles comes close to 100%.
The three minor errors that were found were caused by the event coreference module.
All data, the annotated MeanTime corpus with ESO and the analysis can be found at
https://github.com/newsreader/eso

3.7

Integration in the Predicate Matrix

The Predicate Matrix (PM) (de Lacalle et al., 2014) allows the interoperability between
several sources of predicate information. Specifically, the Predicate Matrix connects the
predicates and roles from PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) with the lexical-units and frameelements of FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998), the synsets of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and the
SUMO (Niles and Pease, 2001) classes. As the ESO ontology is also mapped to FrameNet
and SUMO entities, it has been also possible to link the ESO with PropBank predicates
and roles. The same has been done for nominal and Spanish predicates using the mappings to NomBank (Meyers et al., 2004) and AnCora (Taulé et al., 2008) included in the
PredicateMatrix. In consequence, SRL module of the pipeline can provide references to
ESO classes and roles.
The new assertion in the version 2.0 of ESO allows to increase the number of mappings
resulting of its integration in the Predicate Matrix. The previous version of ESO covered
5,448 predicates and 4,411 roles for English and Spanish. Table 11 shows that now these
figures have increased and almost double the number of mappings for roles.
English Spanish Total
Predicates 4,706
4,872
9,578
Roles
3,997
5,098
9,095
Table 11: Number of predicates and roles mapped to ESO in the PM.
However, there are still a huge number of predicates that remain unconnected to ESO.
For these cases, the ESO class can be inherited from the corresponding Base Level Concept (BLC) (Izquierdo et al., 2007). BLC are important WordNet concepts that cover all
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WordNet nominal and verbal concepts. In WordNet there are 616 verbal BLCs that cover
all 13,151 verb synsets. The PM can be mapped to 398 of these BLCs which cover 12,722
verbal synsets. The remaining 218 BLCs cover only 429 synsets. The full set of BLCs
have been manually checked for their correspondence to an ESO class and for 75 BLCs a
mapping to an ESO class has been made which covers 4,306 synsets.
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Domain Adaptation for Named Entity Recognition

The various MUC, ACE and CoNLL evaluations provided a very convenient framework
to test and compare Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) systems, algorithms and approaches. They provided manually annotated data for training and testing
their systems as well as an objective evaluation methodology. Using such a framework,
research rapidly evolved from rule-based approaches (consisting of manually handcrafted
rules) to language independent systems focused on learning supervised statistical models.
Thus, whereas in MUC 6 competition 5 out of 8 systems were rule-based, in CoNLL 2003
16 teams participated in the English task all using statistical-based NERC (Nadeau and
Sekine, 2007). Supervised statistical systems extract patterns and term features which are
considered to be indications of Named Entity (NE) types using the manually annotated
training data (extracting ortographical, linguistic and other evidence) and often external
knowledge resources. As in other NLP tasks, supervised statistical NERC systems are more
robust and obtain better performance on available evaluation sets, although sometimes the
statistical models can also be combined with specific rules for some NE types. For best
performance, supervised statistical approaches require manually annotated training data,
which is both expensive and time-consuming. This has seriously hindered the development
of robust high performing NERC systems for many languages but also for other domains
and text genres (Nobata et al., 2000; Ritter et al., 2011), what we will henceforth called
‘out of domain’ evaluation.
Most recent successful contributions to NERC use different types of word representation
features by leveraging large amounts of unlabeled data. However, most approaches are still
focused and fine-tuned to a specific language: mostly English (Ratinov and Roth, 2009;
Turian et al., 2010; Passos et al., 2014) but also German especially in the context of the
GermEval 2014 shared task (Benikova et al., 2014). Furthermore, these works have left
pending some important questions, namely: Which word features are best for NERC? How
can they be effectively and systematically combined?
In this section, we investigate the problems faced when evaluating NERC systems in
out of domain evaluations, specifically on the financial and economic domain, the most
common use case of Newsreader. Therefore, in addition to evaluating on the Wikinews
gold standard (Erp et al., 2015), we will also present out of domain results in MUC 7 and
Wikigold to directly compare the NERC system integrated in Newsreader with previous
work.

4.1

Contributions

The main contributions of this section are the following: First, we show how to develop
robust NERC systems across domains without specific feature-tuning. Second, we empirically show how to effectively use various types of simple word representation features
thereby providing a clear methodology for choosing and combining them. Third, we demonstrate that our system still obtain very competitive results even when the supervised data
is reduced by half (even less in some cases), alleviating the dependency on costly hand
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annotated data. These three main contributions are based on:
1. A shallow and robust set of features across languages and datasets, even in out of
domain evaluations.
2. The lack of linguistic motivated features.
3. A clear methodology for using and combining various types of word representation
features by leveraging public unlabeled data.
Our approach consists of shallow local features complemented by three types of word
representation (clustering) features: Brown clusters (Brown et al., 1992), Clark clusters
(Clark, 2003) and K-means clusters on top of the word vectors obtained by using the
Skip-gram algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013a). We demonstrate that combining and stacking different clustering features induced from various data sources (Reuters, Wikipedia,
Gigaword, etc.) allows to cover different and more varied types of named entities without
manual feature tuning. We systematically and empirically demonstrate it by obtaining
the best results in the standard evaluation sets for the target languages. Even though our
approach is much simpler than most, we report best results in the five evaluation settings
presented here.
Following previous work (Turian et al., 2010; Nothman et al., 2013), we perform out of
domain evaluations of our English CoNLL 2003 trained models using the MUC 7 (Chinchor,
1998) and Wikigold (Nothman et al., 2013) testsets. Moreover, we also use the Wikinews
evaluation set12 to compare our system with the best publicly available English NERC
systems: Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005) and Illinois NER (Ratinov and Roth, 2009).
We outperform every other system in these three out of domain evaluations. Furthermore,
the out of domain results show that our clustering features provide a simple and easy
method to improve the robustness of a system across datasets. In this sense, the Wikigold
evaluation shows that our best English CoNLL 2003 system outperforms the silver-standard
English Wikipedia model trained with 3.5M tokens (Nothman et al., 2013). This is quite
interesting because it is simpler and faster to induce the clusters over the English Wikipedia
rather than developing a silver-standard training set from it.
Finally, and inspired by Koo et al. (2008), we present learning curves to measure how
much supervision is required to obtain state of the art results. In section 4.3 we show
that we can still obtain very competitive results reducing the supervised data by half (and
sometimes even more). This, together with the lack of linguistic features, means that our
system considerably saves data annotation costs which is quite convenient when trying to
develop a NERC system for a new language and or domain.
Our system learns Perceptron models (Collins, 2002) using the Machine Learning machinery provided by the Apache OpenNLP project13 with our own customized (local and
clustering) features. Our NERC system is publicly available and distributed under the
12
13

http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/data/
http://opennlp.apache.org/
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Apache 2.0 License and part of the IXA pipes tools (Agerri et al., 2014). Every result
reported is obtained using the conlleval script used in the CoNLL 2002 and CoNLL 2003
shared tasks.14 To guarantee reproducibility of results we also make the models and the
scripts used to perform the evaluations publicly available. The system, models and evaluation scripts can be found in the ixa-pipe-nerc website.15

4.2

Stacking and Combining Clustering Features

Generally, semi-supervised features based on word representations aim at exploiting the
similarity of tokens (or phrases) in terms of their distribution in a corpus. Thus, words
that are clustered or are considered to be similar to other words of a specific entity type
will be considered to be of the same entity type by virtue of the clustering information
or the similarity between word vectors. For example, consider that the word “paris” is
previously unseen and appears in the test set. Consider also that “paris” is considered
to be similar in terms of the clustering method used to “madrid” and “rome” which are
contained in the training data and tagged as locations. Then the clustering features will
assign a strong weight to the fact that “paris” is in the same cluster or similar to other
words tagged as locations, thereby increasing the probability that “paris” will be tagged
as a location too.
The best English NERC results on CoNLL 2003 use Brown clusters induced from the
Reuters corpus (Ratinov and Roth, 2009) and continuous vector representations obtained
by modifying the Skip-gram algorithm (Passos et al., 2014). Turian et al. (2010) combined
various types of word embeddings and Brown clusters without managing to improve over
previous results obtained using Brown clusters only (Ratinov and Roth, 2009). It should
also be noted that all three approaches only use one data source to induce the word
embeddings and/or clusters.
We successfully combine clustering features from different word representations. Furthermore, we also stack or accumulate features of the same type of word representation
induced from different data sources, trusting each clustering lexicon to a different degree.
The intuition is based on the fact that when we use word representations as semi-supervised
features for a task like NERC, two principal factors need to be taken into account:
• Source data: The source data or corpus used to induce the word representations.
• Feature representation: The actual word representation used to encode our features which in turn modify the weight of our model’s parameters in the training
process.
For the clustering features to be effective the induced clusters need to contain as many
words a possible that appear in training, development and test sets. This can be achieved
by using corpora closely related to the text genre or domain of the data sets or by using
14
15

http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2002/ner/bin/conlleval.txt
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very large unlabeled corpora which, although not closely domain-related, be large enough
to include many relevant words. For example, with respect to the CoNLL 2003 English
dataset an example of the former would be the Reuters corpus while the Wikipedia would
be an example of the latter.
The word representations obtained by different algorithms would capture different distributional properties of words in a given corpus or data source. Therefore, each type of
clustering would allow us to capture different types of occurring Named Entity types. This
intuition together with the observation about the different data sources from which to induce the clusters means that combining and stacking different types of clustering features
induced over a variety of data sources should help to capture more similarities between
different words in the training and test sets. This should increase the contribution to the
weights of the model parameters in the training process which in turn should improve the
performance of the NERC task. Figure 8 illustrates this idea as one token might be in one
or more clusters which could be from the same or different clustering type and induced
over the same or different data sources. The word “York” for example, might be placed in
a Clark cluster 231 and a word2vec cluster 42 which could have been obtained both from
Reuters, both from Wikipedia or perhaps one from each corpus. This increases the chance
that other similar token such as “Orleans” might end up in one of the clusters of “York”
which in the training set is tagged as location.

Figure 8: Stacking and combining clustering features.

We therefore use the three types of clusters introduced in deliverable D3.2.2, section
5.1.1 (Erp et al., 2015), computing a feature of each type for each corpora on which we have
induced the cluster. Thus, if we were to induce Brown and Clark clusters from Reuters
and Wikipedia and word2vec clusters from the English Gigaword and Wikipedia then for
each token we compute six clustering features in a 5 window token. More specifically,
we combine three types of binary, simple clustering features and stack each one of the
clustering features obtained from two different data sources.
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Experimental Results

We first present in-domain experiments for English to obtain an overview of where our
system stands with respect to the state of the art. Additionally, section 4.4 describes three
out of domain evaluations and our strategy to adapt to the financial and economic domain
in the Wikinews gold standard. Despite the simplicity of the ixa-pipe-nerc system, we
report best results for English in 4 different datasets: for CoNLL 2003 and for three out
of domain evaluations.
For the experiments, we process the following clusters from publicly available corpora:
(i) 1000 Brown clusters; (ii) Clark and Word2vec clusters in the 100-600 range. To choose
the best combination of clustering features we test the available permutations of Clark
and Word2vec clusters with and without the Brown clusters on the development data.
The pre-processing and tokenization is performed with the IXA pipes tools (Agerri et al.,
2014), integrated in the Newsreader pipeline.
4.3.1

In Domain Evaluation

We trained Brown, Clark and Word2vec clusters using three publicly available corpora.
First, on the English Wikipedia (20141208 dump, 1700 million words). We pre-process
Wikipedia prior to training Brown and Clark clusters: after removing all sentences not
consisting of at least 90% lowercase characters and punctuation, we are left with 790
million words and a vocabulary of 3.8 million words. For word2vec clusters we use the
full corpus with the punctuation removed. On a machine with 16 threads processing on
parallel, it took 48h and 26 min. for the 1000 Brown clusters and around 4 hours for the
word2vec clusters; the Clark clusters required much more time: between 2 days for 100
classes and 12 days when 600 clusters were induced. Second, we used the Reuters RCV1
corpus consisting of around 63 million words. After pre-processing around 35 million words
are left which are used to induce 1000 Brown clusters in 5 hours. The Clark and word2vec
clusters are induced over the full corpus in 4 days and less than an hour, respectively.
Third, we use also the English Gigaword 5th edition (4000 million words). In this case
we only induce word2vec clusters on the full corpus, requiring around 8 hours to train 600
word classes.
Furthermore, we also experiment adding gazetteer features using the thirty Illinois
NER gazetteers Ratinov and Roth (2009), and six gazetteers about the Global Automotive
Industry provided by LexisNexis to the Newsreader project. All gazetteers are collapsed
into one large dictionary. Table 12 shows the results of the various models evaluated on
both the development and the test data of CoNLL 2003 and a comparison with previous
work up to date.
We provide two models that outperform previous best results reported for English in
the CoNLL 2003 dataset (Passos et al., 2014). These models improve almost 7 F1 scores
over the baseline provided by the local features. The most significant gain is in terms
of recall, almost 9% better than the baseline. Both models use dictionary features but
compared to Passos et al. (2014) we directly use currently available gazetteers off-the-self.
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Features
Local (L)
L + Brown reuters (BR)
L + Clark wiki 600 (CW600)
L + word2vec giga 200 (W2VG200)
L + word2vec wiki 400 (W2VW400)
L + BR + CW600 + W2VW400 (light)
light + CR600 + W2VG200 (comp)
comp + BW (best clusters)
comp + dict
BR+CR600-CW600+W2VG200+dict
Stanford NER
Illinois NER
Turian et al. (2010)
Passos et al. (2014)

Development
P
R
F1
93.02
87.75
90.31
92.83
89.33
91.05
93.98
90.58
92.24
93.16
89.90
91.45
93.22
90.02
91.59
94.16
91.96
93.04
94.32
92.22
93.26
94.21
92.23
93.26
94.60 92.78
93.68
94.58
92.53
93.54
93.64
92.27
92.95
n/a
n/a
93.50
94.11 93.81 93.95
n/a
n/a
94.46
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P
87.27
90.28
90.85
89.64
88.98
91.20
91.75
91.67
91.86
92.20
89.37
n/a
90.10
n/a

Test
R
81.32
86.79
87.16
85.06
85.09
89.36
89.64
89.98
90.53
90.19
87.95
n/a
90.61
n/a

F1
84.19
88.50
88.97
87.29
86.99
90.27
90.69
90.82
91.19
91.18
88.65
90.57
90.36
90.90

Table 12: CoNLL 2003 English results.
We also report very competitive results, only marginally lower than Passos et al. (2014),
based on the stacking and combination of binary clustering features as described in section
4.2. Thus, both best clusters and comp models, based on local plus clustering features only,
outperform very competitive and more complex systems such as those of Ratinov and Roth
(2009) and Turian et al. (2010), and obtain only marginally lower results than Passos et al.
(2014). The stacking and combining effect manifests itself very clearly when we compare
the single clustering feature models (BR, CW600, W2VG200 and W2VW400) with the
light, comp and best clusters models which improve the overall F1 score by 1.30, 1.72 and
1.85 respectively over the best single clustering model (CW600). In our opinion, this is a
rather interesting result as previous experiments combining the features of different word
representations (Turian et al., 2010), while increasing the overall result, did not improve
over the state of the art at the time (Ratinov and Roth, 2009).
It is worth mentioning that our models do not score best in the development data. As
the development data is closer in style and genre to the training data (Ratinov and Roth,
2009), this may suggest that our system generalizes better on test data which is not as
close to the training data; indeed, the results reported in section 4.4 seem to confirm this
hypothesis.
We also compared our results with respect to the best two publicly available English
NER systems trained on the same data. We downloaded the Stanford NER system distributed in the 2015-01-30 package. We evaluated their CoNLL model and, while the result
is substantially better than their reference paper (Finkel et al., 2005), our clustering models
obtain better results. The Illinois NER tagger is used by both Ratinov and Roth (2009)
and Turian et al. (2010) both of which are improved upon by our system. Table 13 breaks
down the results of our best CoNLL 2003 model (comp + dict) per named entity class. As
is usual in CoNLL evaluations, the performance for the MISC class is considerable lower
due to the large variety of named entities annotated under that class.
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Class
ALL
LOC
MISC
ORG
PER

Precision
91.86
93.25
83.85
89.70
95.81
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Recall F1
90.53 91.19
92.81 93.03
76.92 80.25
88.56 89.12
96.10 95.96

Table 13: Best English CoNLL 2003 model per named entity class.
Finally, we would like to note that training the best model using ixa-pipe-nerc, which in
turn uses the Perceptron implementation of the Apache OpenNLP project,16 takes around
3 minutes on a standard PC using 5GB of RAM (for tagging using this model at least 2GB
of RAM is required).
4.3.2

English results reducing training data

We have seen how, given a fixed amount of supervised training data, leveraging unlabeled
data using multiple cluster sources helped to obtain state of the art results in the English
CoNLL 2003 task. An additional interesting aspect of our system is to what extent it
allows us to reduce the dependency on supervised training data. Thus, we have performed
experiments to evaluate the effect of our clustering features as we vary the amount of
supervised training data.
#Train Words
15K
30K
60K
110K
Full

Local
68.80
67.21
77.75
82.67
84.19

Clusters
∆
en-91-18
83.11
14.31
83.27
84.41
17.20
85.38
88.48
10.73
88.60
90.01
7.34
90.06
90.68
6.49
91.18

Illinois NER
82.38
83.86
87.55
88.40
90.57

Table 14: CoNLL 2003 English results reducing training data.
Table 14 displays the F1 results of the baseline system consisting of local features and
the best clusters model. The CoNLL 2003 training set consists of around 204K words. We
use various smaller versions of it to test the performance of our best cluster model reported
in table 12. The ∆ column refers to the gains of the our best clusters model (without
gazetteers) with respect to the baseline model for every portion of the training set.
While we have already commented on the substantial gains obtained simply by adding
our clustering features, it is also interesting to note that the gains are much substantial
when less supervised training data is available. Furthermore, it is striking that training
our clustering features using only one eight of the training data (30K words) allows to
obtain similar performance to the baseline system trained on the full training set. Equally
16

http://opennlp.apache.org/
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interesting is the fact that cutting by half the training data only marginally harms the
overall performance. Finally, training on just a quarter of the training set (60K) results in
a very competitive model when compared with other publicly available NER systems for
English trained on the full training set: it roughly matches Stanford NER’s performance,
it improves upon the models using external knowledge or non local features reported by
Ratinov and Roth (2009), and outperforms several models reported by Turian et al. (2010)
which use one type of word representations on top of the baseline system.
We have also re-trained the Illinois NER system (Ratinov and Roth, 2009) and our best
CoNLL 2003 model (F1 91.18) for comparison. First, we can observe that for every portion
of the training set, both our best clusters and en-91-18 model outperform the Illinois NER
system. The best clusters results are particularly interesting because, as opposed to Illinois
NER, it does not use gazetteers for extra performance.
If we consider the ability of our system to be competitive with substantial reductions
in gold training data plus the fact that no linguistic motivated features are required, we
are providing a system which is much cheaper to train for other languages and/or domains
contributing therefore to alleviate the dependency on gold training data to obtain good
performing NERC systems.

4.4

Out of domain evaluation

We also test our approach on three English out of domain datasets. For direct comparison
purposes with previous approaches, we chose to evaluate on the the MUC 7 formal run. To
investigate the pros and cons of our system with respect to a NERC system trained with
large amounts of silver-standard data, we used Wikigold (Nothman et al., 2013). Finally,
we evaluated on the Wikinews evaluation set (Erp et al., 2015) with the aim of studying not
so much the differences in textual genre but rather the influence of substantially different
annotation standards. We will pay special attention to the latest setting, given that it
represents the most common use case of the Newsreader project, e.g., data about financial
and economic news.
MUC7 annotates seven entity types, including four that are not included in CoNLL
2003: date, money, numeric and time entities. Furthermore, CoNLL 2003 includes the
MISC class which is absent in MUC 7. This means that there are class disagreements
in the gold standard annotation between the two datasets. For example, consider the
following sentence of the MUC 7 gold standard (example taken from Ratinov and Roth
(2009)):
“...baloon, called the Virgin Global Challenger.”
The gold annotation in MUC 7 establishes that there is one named entity:
“...baloon, called [ORG Virgin] Global Challenger.”
However, according to CoNLL 2003 guidelines, the entire name should be annotated
like MISC:
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“...baloon, called [MISC Virgin Global Challenger].”
Both Ratinov and Roth (2009) and Turian et al. (2010) evaluate their systems, already
discussed in section 4.3.1, on the MUC 7 formal run. Of course, to there are some adjustments to make on the NERC systems’ output. In the MUC 7 formal run every named
entity annotated number, money, date or time is labelled as ‘O’. In the output of the
CoNLL 2003 trained systems, every MISC named entity is changed to ‘O’. Turian et al.
(2010) provide standard phrase results whereas Ratinov and Roth (2009) score token based
F1 results, namely, each token is considered as a chunk, instead of considering multi-token
spans too.
System
Phrase F1
Local
71.89
BR
80.06
CR600 + CW600
82.19
W2VG200
77.12
en-91-18-conll03
83.49
en-91-18-conll03 + dict
84.86
Ratinov and Roth (2009)
n/a
Turian et al. (2010)
84.15

Token F1
74.53
82.19
83.48
78.86
85.35
87.03
86.15
n/a

Table 15: MUC 7 English out of domain evaluation.
Table 15 summarizes the results of our best CoNLL 2003 model compared to previous
work. We can see that in this setting we outperform both previous best out of domain
evaluations. Furthermore, these results show that the differences between the baseline and
the best model are even larger in out of domain evaluations (12.50% in MUC 7 vs 6.99 in
CoNLL 2003), which confirms the intuition that the clustering features makes the system
more robust to an out of domain evaluation such as MUC 7. In this result again the multicluster model is significantly better than other previous models using single clustering
features.
The Wikigold corpus consists of 39K words of English Wikipedia manually annotated
following the CoNLL 2003 guidelines (Nothman et al., 2013). Therefore in this setting
the out of domain character is given by the differences in text genre between the CoNLL
2003 set and the Wikigold corpus. They train English models on large umount of silverstandard text (3.5M tokens) automatically created from the Wikipedia. They report results
on Wikigold in which their silver standard model outperforms their own CoNLL 2003 goldstandard model by 10% F1 score. In table 16 we compare our best cluster model trained
on CoNLL 2003 with the Wikipedia trained results reported by Nothman et al. (2013).
The results of our baseline model confirms the 10% difference with the Wikipedia trained
model. However, we can see the progression of combining and stacking clustering features
to improve upon the results of Nothman et al. (2013). Again we observe that the effect
of multi-clustering features are crucial to obtain competitive results, particularly in out
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of domain evaluations. This result is also interesting because it is arguably more simple
to train the clusters we use to train ixa-pipe-nerc rather than create the silver standard
training set from Wikipedia as described by Nothman et al. (2013).
System
Local
BR+BW
CR600 + CW600
W2VG200 + W2VW400
best-cluster
en-wiki2 (Nothman et al. 2013)

Precision
59.01
62.58
67.79
64.32
70.09
64.6

Recall
52.64
57.76
58.51
58.61
64.42
68.7

Phrase F1
55.64
60.06
63.04
61.39
67.14
66.60

Table 16: Wikigold English out of domain evaluation.
Wikinews is a publicly available evaluation set annotated within the Newsreader project
(see deliverable D3.3.1). It consists of 120 documents, divided into 4 topics: Apple Inc.,
Airbus and Boeing, General Motors, Chrysler and Ford, and the stock market. The articles
are selected in such a way that the corpus contains different articles that deal with the same
topic over time (e.g. launch of a new product, discussion of the same financial indexes).
Moreover, it contains nested entities so the evaluation results will be provided in terms of
the first level (outer spans) and second level (inner spans) named entities (as explained
in deliverable D3.3.2 section 5.1.1). The annotation guidelines differ greatly from CoNLL
2003 gold standard. Six named entity types are annotated: person, location, organization,
product, financial and mixed. We therefore only use three classes (location, organization
and person) to evaluate our CoNLL 2003 models labelling every MISC in the systems’
output as ‘O’.
Performing an out of domain evaluation on the Wikinews gold standard allows to
measure the importance of gold annotation guidelines over the text genre itself. After all,
in terms of text genre Wikinews is not that different from the CoNLL 2003 data. However,
differences in the gold standard annotation result in significant disagreements regarding
the span of the named entities (Tonelli et al., 2014). This is the case even for the three
cases considered in this setting. For example, the following issues have a great impact in
the evaluation:
• Different criteria to decide a when a named entity is annotated: in the expression
“40 billion US air tanker contract” the Wikinews gold standard does not mark ‘US’
as location, whereas in the CoNLL 2003 guidelines this is systematically annotated.
• Mentions such as ‘the United States’ in Wikinews gold standard versus ‘United States’
in CoNLL 2003. This is a frequent source of false negatives.
• Longer extents containing common nouns: in the Wikinews corpus there are many
entities such as “United States airframer Boeing” which in this case is considered an
organization, whereas in CoNLL 2003 this extent will be two entities: ‘United States’
as location and ‘Boeing’ as organization.
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• Common nouns modifying the proper name: ‘Spokeswoman Sandy Angers’ is annotated as a Named Entity of type person whereas in CoNLL 2003 the span of the
named entity would be ‘Sandy Angers’ only.
CoNLL NER phrase based evaluation punishes any bracketing error as both false positive and negative. Thus, these span-related disagreements makes this setting extremely
hard for CoNLL 2003 trained models, as shown by table 17. Our baseline model degrades
around 40 F1 points and the clustering models around 35. Despite these lowly results, the
CoNLL 2003 models distributed with Stanford NER and Illinois NER worsen even more:
47.04 and 53.24 respectively versus 54.84 F1 score of our best CoNLL 2003 model. The
token-based scores are much higher but the comparison between the three systems are
proportionally similar.

System
Local
best-clusters conll03
en-91-18-conll03
Local (ALL)
en-91-18-conll03 (ALL)
Stanford NER (distsim-conll03)
Stanford NER 3 class (ALL)
Illinois NER (conll 2003)

First level NEs
Phrase F1 Token F1
41.83
54.17
53.37
64.85
54.84
67.67
56.00
66.30
59.85
70.21
47.04
58.65
55.99
68.31
53.24
65.68

Second level NEs
Phrase F1 Token F1
48.57
57.85
63.24
70.46
64.52
72.83
65.89
73.01
68.87
75.74
56.57
62.83
65.79
74.36
62.72
71.04

Table 17: Wikinews English out of domain evaluation.
As an additional experiment, we also tested the model recommended by the Stanford
NER which is trained for three classes (LOC, PER, ORG) using a variety of public and (not
identified) private corpora (referred to as Stanford NER 3 class (ALL) in table 17). The
results with respect to their CoNLL model improved by almost 3 F1 scores across named
entity labels and evaluation types (phrase or token based). In view of these results, we
experimented with multi-corpora training data added to our best CoNLL 2003 model (en91-18-conll03). Thus, we trained using three types of public training sets: MUC 7, CoNLL
2003 and Ontonotes 4.0. The local model with the three training sets (Local ALL) improved
12% and 17% across evaluation and entity types, outperforming our best clustering model
trained only with CoNLL 2003. Adding the clustering features gained between 2 and 5 F1
scores surpassing the Stanford NER 3 class multi-corpora model in every evaluation. We
believe that the main reason to explain these improvements is the variety and quantity of
annotations provided by Ontonotes (1M word corpus), and to a lesser extent by MUC 7,
which includes some spans containing common nouns and determiners making the model
slightly more robust regarding the mention spans.
The results of the three out of domain evaluations undertaken in this section suggest
that differences regarding the named entity spans are harder to overcome than disagreements in text genre (e.g. Wikigold) or in terms of which entity type is assigned to a given
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mention (MUC 7). Thus, our semi-supervised method using multiple clustering sources allow to overcome better any differences in text genre, as shown by the MUC 7 and Wikigold
evaluations. However, and even though our system obtains state of the art results in every
evaluation, trying to adapt to differences in named entity shape and span proves to be a
much more difficult task, hence the comparatively lower results obtained in the Wikinews
evaluation.

5

Domain Adaptation for Named Entity Disambiguation

In this section, we describe the steps we have taken to improve the performance of our tools
on the data we are processing for the main use cases in this project. It is well-known that
the performance of NLP tools varies depending on the kind of data they are applied to,
regardless of whether the tool is rule-based, machine learning or uses a hybrid approach.
In the case or rule-based approaches, the tool tends to work better on the kind of data
the developers have used to implement their algorithms. Machine learning approaches
perform better when the data they are trained on data that is similar to the data they are
applied to. Domain adaptation aims to address this problem by adding domain specific
information (e.g. extra in-domain training data or specific features for machine learning,
rules that capture domain specific properties).
There are several ways in which differences between domains may influence the outcome
of analyses. First, there are genre-specific stylistic difference. This includes properties such
as the structure of documents, the form in which dates are represented, abbreviations are
introduced or how people are addressed as well as preferred sentence length and general
vocabulary use (e.g. simple or complicated words, academic terms or slang). Second, the
topic of the data influences the vocabulary as well as the entities that tend to occur. In
this case, performance can get a boost by including the background information, such as
domain-specific vocabulary, ontologies referring to key-players and organizations that play
a major role in the domain, etc.
In NewsReader, the main use cases evolved around the car industry. In this corpus,
most data comes from newspaper articles. Since most NLP tools are designed for or
trained on newspaper text, we focus on named entity disambiguation, which typically also
suffers from changes in the topic of the article. We observe, however, that the system also
makes errors that can be avoided when taking the typical way in which newspaper articles
introduce participants and refer to them later in the article into account.
The rest of this section is structured as follows. We first describe data considerations in
Section 5.1 and the methodology we applied in Section 5.2. This is followed by an overview
of the improvement steps we propose. Furthermore, we discuss the outcome of these steps
and evaluate our solution on two evaluation data sets in Section 5.4. Finally, we conclude
this section by a set of conclusions and future work pointers.
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Analysis of the WikiNews corpora

Prior to extending on the previous work on domain adaptation, we examined the selected
WikiNews subset to assess whether it has enough similarity to the data we process with
NewsReader’s pipeline. We ran experiments on three of the WikiNews corpora (Airbus,
General Motors and Stock Market) and compared two disambiguation reranking modules:
NED-type reranker (described in Deliverable D5.2.1) and a module based on popularity
and prior relevance Ilievski et al. (2015). The first module prioritizes the candidate
entities whose class is more relevant for the automotive domain. The second module
assigns higher score to the entities with generally higher connectivity to other entities
in DBpedia compared to the more isolated entities. While disambiguating, this module
chooses the most popular (authoritative) entity candidate of the list with possibilities.
The prior popularity module was implemented using a numeric function of the incoming
and outgoing links for each entity and comparing the obtained values between the entities:
popularitysum(e) =

log(inlinks(e)+outlinks(e))
log(|D|)

In the above equation, inlinks is the amount of incoming links for the entity e,
outlinks is the amount of its outgoing links and |D| is the number of instances in DBpedia
(over 4 million). This popularity function assigns a score to an entity equal to its overall
amount of links, independent on whether they are incoming or outgoing. This module
is similar to the DBpedia Spotlight’s measure of prior popularity, whereas the main
difference lies in the fact that our module looks at the general popularity of an entity
resource, while Spotlight’s module looks at the popularity of a resource with respect to
the specific entity mention.
By comparing a domain relevance module and prior relevance module, we hope to see
certain properties of the annotated corpora: the domain reranker is expected to perform
better than the prior popularity reranker wherever the data is domain-specific; we expect
the opposite behaviour wherever the data is not (similar to) financial news from the automotive industry. More precisely, we expect to see the domain reranker perform best on
the General Motors corpus. However, the results from our evaluation are different than
expected. The domain reranker gives the lowest results relative to NewsReader’s pipeline
on the General Motors corpus and performs best on the Airbus corpus (see Figure 9). On
the other hand, the prior relevance module reaches the upper bound possible for disambiguation on the corpus which we expect to be the most domain relevant (see Figure 10).
We performed deeper quantitative (see Tables 18 and 19) and qualitative analysis to investigate the causes of this behaviour. We found out that some of the reranking decisions were
due to specific implementation details (for instance, the domain reranker gives advantage
to Ford Brazil over Ford Motor Company when disambiguating Ford, as its Levenhtein
distance is smaller). However, after the analysis we remained with certain doubts whether
these 90 articles are representative for the automotive industry domain.
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Figure 9: Accuracy of the Domain type reranker.

5.2

Methodology

The NewsReader annotated data consists of 120 WikiNews articles, 30 of which are about
cars Erp et al. (2015). Even though this may seem a relevant set for evaluating the data’s
performance of the domain, we nevertheless observe differences between this data set and
the data that is processed for our use cases (see Section 5.1 for details). Therefore, in
addition to WikiNews, we created a development set and an evaluation set of randomly
selected files from the car data provided by LexisNexis.
We converted the processed data, so that we could see the entities and their exter-

#
#
#
#
#
#

Table 18: Analysis of the behaviour of
Airbus
Reranked entities
184 (62.16%)
Links given score to
288
Dominant links reranked 56
Correct reranks
16
Incorrect reranks
8
Neutral reranks
32
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General Motors
196 (69.50%)
372
69
1
20
48

reranker
Stock Market
74 (44.85%)
105
25
8
8
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Figure 10: Accuracy of the Prior relevance module.

nal references in the CAT tool Lenzi et al. (2012), which was also used for creating the
NewsReader evaluation data. We manually corrected the development set. The following
corrections were made:
• Replacing links to the wrong DBpedia entry with links to the correct entry
• Removing erroneous links when the correct link does not exist
• Adding missing links when the Named Entity Disambiguation module did not find
any links, but a correct link did exist

Table 19: Analysis of the behavior
Airbus
# Entities reranked
296
# Dominant links reranked 80
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• Removing wrongly identified entities
• Adding missed entities
• Updating the extent of the entities
Based on the observations we made while correcting the output of our current module,
we designed approaches to improve the performance of our system and implemented these.
We then applied the same corrections to the old output on the evaluation set and ran
our improvement strategy on this new set that was not taken into consideration as we
developed our methods. We also ran our additions on the standard NWR evaluation set.

5.3

Observations and steps

We made the following observations on the development set:
1. The title is often ambiguous, containing abbreviated forms, partial names or
acronyms leading to errors. Also, words in the title are unnecessarily written in
all-upper-case style, even though they are not named entities
2. Instances that occur several times in the article are introduced once with their full
name in the text (and thus not in the title) and then typically only part or abbreviation/initials of their name is used. This applies both to persons and to companies
or organizations
3. Many errors are due to the algorithm matching only part of the entity mention. In
these cases, performance can be improved if we implement a preference for the longest
match
4. The algorithm misses instances, because the named entity recognizers included too
many tokens, i.e. only a substring of the identified tokens refer to the instance we are
looking for.
5. The identified instance comes from the wrong domain; within the domain of car industry the default interpretation of (in most cases an abbreviation) is clearly different
The first four observations are, most likely, applicable to all news articles that follow
this structure. The approaches we propose to address these observations are thus likely to
also improve performance for new articles on other topics. The last observation requires
an approach that takes the topic of the article into account. We will briefly outline the
steps we are planning to take below.
In order to cope with the first observation, we decided to intervene by adjusting the
order in which we interpret text. Concretely, we process the news article starting from
sentence 2 (first sentence after the title); once the full text has been interpreted, we process
the title. This is intended to help the algorithm with additional information to cope with
title’s ambiguity better.
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Observations three and four concern the boundary of the recognized named entity.
To allow for a flexible entity boundary, we generate the maximal possible extension of the
entity boundary. In this way, we keep the different options open and let the disambiguation
links decide on the correct boundary. As explained above, we express a preference for the
longest match, wherever possible.
It is rarely the case that an entity is mentioned once in an article. It is customary
in this domain that several entities are main actors of the news article plot and are coreferenced throughout the text. As observation two points out, this is not always by
using the full entity name/label, but more often using abbreviations (for companies and
locations), initials (for people) and part of the full name (mainly for people, although
occasionally also for companies and locations). To handle these cases, we look for previous
occurrences of an entity mention, under the same phrase or a more complete, superstring
phrase.
The fifth observation is directed towards the background source in which we perform a
lookup for an entity. NED systems, such as DBpedia Spotlight, tend to perform a lookup on
DBpedia for every individual entity and make a choice based on features such as semantic
coherence or certain text similarity. We decided to test a slightly different approach: i) we
check whether this entity has already been mentioned in this article before. If this is the
case, we assign the previous disambiguation link to the current entity. Else, we perform ii)
we look up the mention phrase in a lemma-to-entity dictionary. This dictionary contains
pairs of entity lemmas and disambiguation links, together with the frequency of appearance
of this pair in the previous processed car dataset of NewsReader. Although this data is
not perfect, overall we expect to see the domain relevant entities appear more often than
in general purpose knowledge base. If more candidates exist, we select the most frequent
one. Finally, if i) and ii) give no useful results, we revert to a fallback option: shrink the
entity boundary (when possible), lookup the entity on DBpedia or accept the dominant
link proposed by NewsReader.
A functional workflow diagram of the described approach is presented on Figure 11,
which was implemented as a part of the current version of the pipeline 17 . In the first
step, we perform normalization of an entity mention to allow for more efficient lookup of
this mention in a background knowledge source. In the current version, we perform two
normalization actions: strip the quotes surrounding a mention and remove hyphenated
suffixes “-based”, spotted at several location entities (e.g. California-based). Next, we
make an attempt to expand the mention to cope with the problem of observation 3 above,
where only a part of the entity has been recognized. An example case is “Los Angeles
Auto Show”, where NewsReader recognizes “Los Angeles” and “Auto Show” as two separate entities. Apart from expansions towards noun phrases (terms with POS=NNP or
POS=NNPS), we also allow for expansion in direction of digits. The rationale is to make
an attempt to handle situations where a number is part of the entity mention, but is not
recognized as such by NewsReader (e.g. to recognize “Nikkei 225” instead of “Nikkei”).
Having introduced a certain flexibility with respect to the entity mention boundary,
17

We named our solution “POCUS”, as a symbolic reference to its magical error fixes
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we proceed to disambiguation steps. We try to find a correct disambiguation link for the
extended mention first, by looking it up inside the article, our lemma-to-entity dictionary
or, finally, on DBpedia (lookup on DBpedia is done by constructing a URI for the mention
and checking whether it denotes a single RDF resource). Finally, if entity has not been
“solved” yet, we perform disambiguation for the original entity mention. If the extended
or original entity mentions are disambiguated, then the choice is stored; else, if no disambiguation link has been found, then we accept the disambiguation choice of NewsReader.
Also, as explained above, the order of processing is strictly defined: first we process the
content of the article, then we process the article title.
Figure 11: Functional activity diagram of our domain modelling approach.

5.4

Results

In the following segment we present the evaluation results of our domain model on two
evaluation sets.
5.4.1

Evaluation on the new development and evaluation sets

Hereby we present the results obtained on our created development and evaluation set.
Table 20 presents the results on the development set, while Table 21 presents the results
on the evaluation set. We present the micro scores for precision and recall of NER and
NED. Also, we report on the total amount of gold entities. On the development set, our
domain model achieves an improvement of around 1.0% on the NER task and of around
4% on the NED task, both in terms of precision and recall. On the evaluation set, the
results are similar: we observe several percentages of improvement on the NED task. The
number of gold annotated entities in the development set is 493, while in the evaluation
set is 510.
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Table 20: Results on the development set
NER precision NER recall NED precision
NewsReader baseline 0.877698
0.742394
0.752998
Domain model
0.883610
0.754564
0.790974

NED recall
0.636917
0.675456

Table 21: Results
NER precision
NewsReader baseline 0.917040
Domain model
0.918860

NED recall
0.547059
0.576471

5.4.2

on the evaluation set
NER recall NED precision
0.801961
0.625561
0.821569
0.644737

Evaluation on the new development and evaluation sets

As mentioned above, we also evaluated our module on the standard NWR evaluation set,
comprised of 120 WikiNews articles. This data is split into 4 corpora, each containing
30 articles. Tables 22 and 23 present the outcome of the evaluation of our domain model
on WikiNews, compared to the NewsReader baseline. The tables measure the accuracy
in terms of precision, recall and F1-value. The first table presents the accuracy for exact
term matching; the second one for fuzzy term matching. The amount of entities detected
by both modules compared to the amount of gold entities and the number of rerankings,
are all given in Table 24.
The tables 22 and 23 show the positive effect of our domain model per corpus. The
accuracy is improved for 3 out of 4 corpora, whereas on Apple corpus, no change in the
accuracy is observed. For both exact and fuzzy matching, the biggest improvement happens
on the stock market corpus (3.65% F1-value). On each of the three corpora where we
measure improvement, 8-to-9 entities are being reranked; no entity linking has been affected
in the case of the Apple corpus.
Looking closer at the rerankings performed by our domain model, we observed that
almost all rerankings improved the results. The remainder of the rerankings did not affect
the results, because the entities in question were not part of the gold standard.
Furthermore, the type of reranking differs per corpus. On the Airbus corpus, all 8
rerankings fixed pipeline errors where part of an entity was left out by the NWR’s Spotlight
model. The left-out part was either of type “ordinal” or “noun phrase”. The reranking
then updated the entity boundary and also changed the class of the interpreted entity from
ORG (organisation) to MISC (miscellaneous), e.g. by reranking the interpretation from
Airbus to Airbus A380. For the GM and Stock market corpora, all rerankings occurred
for metonymy entities related to “United States”: the country (class LOC), the federal
government (class ORG) or the US dollar (class MISC). The reranking in this case was
based on previous occurrence of the same entity (entity coreference), potentially combined
with detected abbreviations.
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NWR
DM

Pr
0.460
0.463

Airbus
Rc
F1
0.302 0.364
0.304 0.367

Pr
0.211
0.211

Apple
Rc
F1
0.078 0.114
0.078 0.114

Pr
0.500
0.519
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GM
Rc
0.245
0.255

F1
0.329
0.342

Pr
0.454
0.528

Stock
Rc
F1
0.148 0.223
0.172 0.260

Table 22: Results on the WikiNews corpora - exact term matching

NWR
DM

Airbus
Pr
Rc
F1
0.658 0.432 0.522
0.687 0.452 0.545

Pr
0.232
0.232

Apple
Rc
F1
0.086 0.125
0.086 0.125

Pr
0.694
0.717

GM
Rc
0.340
0.352

F1
0.457
0.472

Stock
Pr
Rc
F1
0.713 0.233 0.351
0.787 0.257 0.387

Table 23: Results on the WikiNews corpora - fuzzy term matching

5.5

Discussion and Future work

The solutions proposed and tested in this experiment are specific remedies for the problems in the data that we observed. Most of these problems are of higher importance for
the domain of automotive news articles than in the general case, hence, we believe the
improvements we expected on the development and evaluation sets to be similar on the
big-scale automotive news data.
While pilling up the observations and building up the solutions, it became apparent that
the ordering of the solution steps is of crucial importance. For instance, is the lookup inside
the document more reliable than the lookup in the data of the previous car news processing?
Where in text should the processing start? Some actions are interdependent and the chosen
order affects the results to a great extent. Provided that the set of modules continues to
grow and their dependencies increase, it is expected that the decision architecture should
be reconsidered. Instead of making sequential decisions, we could implement collective
decisions. Alternatively, decisions can be probabilistic or at least open to changes under
specific conditions.
The solution implemented here is slightly simplified version of our original idea. Certain
solution components were left out, as in practice we observed problematic behaviour or
counter-examples which would harm the performance. In future, we plan to work further
on NER and develop solution to handle oversized entity mentions. For this purpose, we
need solid ways of splitting the original entity. An example solution would be to split
entities at terms which have a part-of-speech tag different than “noun phrase”. We also
observe an interesting case when a single term contains multiple entities (e.g. GM-Toyota,
or California/Toronto), which is usually a problematic case for the current pipeline. This
idea needs to be developed further as counter-examples exist (e.g. “All-Star”) and we may
get a counter-effect on performance.
Future work should also look at leveraging information from different NLP modules,
such as Semantic Role Labeling. In certain cases, it is getting impossible to distinguish
between two entities with same name and different type without considering their role in
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Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

Table 24: General entities
Airbus
NWR entities
272
POCUS entities
272
gold entities
414
reranked entities 8

statistics
Apple GM
194
258
194
258
525
526
0
8
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Stock
108
108
331
9

the semantic frames in text.
The code from this experiment can be found on github: https://github.com/
filipdbrsk/NWRDomainModel.

6

Dark Entities

Exploring and reasoning over data require that entities are grounded correctly in a knowledge repository. As our experiments in van Erp et al. (2015) show, the NWR pipeline does
not always succeed in this. In this section, we investigate the impact and causes of ’dark
entities’, entities for which the knowledge repository has no information. Dark entities are
also sometimes referred to as NIL entities Ji and Grishman (2011), unlinkable entities Lin
et al. (2012), emerging entities Nakashole et al. (2013), long-tail entities Song et al. (2015)
or out-of-knowledge-base-entities Hoffart et al. (2014).

6.1

Background

The largest openly available and most used knowledge repository for named entities is DBpedia Bizer et al. (2009).18 The Named Entity Disambiguation module used in NewsReader
also makes use of this knowledge base by using the DBpedia Spotlight system Daiber et al.
(2013). For the cars dataset, we ran the NewsReader English NLP pipeline version 2 on
1,259,748 articles from the car domain and detected 1,967,150 named entities. However,
for only less than 15% of the entity instances (277,425 out of 1,967,150) that the pipeline
detected, the system was able to link the entity to a DBpedia resource.
To recognise entities in text, the ixa-pipe-nerc Agerri et al. (2014)19 is employed, a
perceptron based NERC system that is trained on the CoNLL 2003 dataset,20 enriched
with unsupervised clusters. This NERC system outperforms state-of-the-art systems on
both the CoNLL 2003 benchmark and the set of 120 Wikinews articles that were annotated
in NewsReader ( Erp et al. (2015), tables 6 and 7).
The results from the NERC module in the pipeline, were used as input for DBpedia spotlight statistical models Daiber et al. (2013) to ground the entity in the DBpedia
knowledge base. On the benchmark datasets TAC 2011 Ji and Grishman (2011) and
18

http://dbpedia.org
https://github.com/ixa-ehu/ixa-pipe-nerc
20
http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2003/ner/
19
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Figure 12: Class distribution of DBpedia 2014, entities recognised and linked to DBpedia
in the Cars dataset and Gold Standard annotation

CoNLL-AIDA21 scores of 79.77 precision and 60.68 recall and 79.67 precision and 75.94
recall respectively were obtained. On a set of 1,967,150, such scores, whilst state-of-the-art
or close, can result in a fair amount of errors.

6.2

Causes

Section 5 in this Deliverable deals with improving erroneously linked entities. In this
Section, we focus on entities that do not exist within the repository of named entities. First
of all, DBpedia is a generic resource, with a bias towards Western history22 and culture and
people Kittur et al. (2009). This is also reflected in the most frequently occurring DBpedia
types.23 In Figure 12, we have charted the distribution of the DBpedia class distribution
against the class distribution of the entities recognised in the Global Automotive Dataset
v2 by DBpedia spotlight and the class distribution of the entities in the 120 manually
annotated Wikinews articles. We see that organisations are much more important in the
NewsReader domain than in DBpedia. It should be noted that there is a mismatch between
the DBpedia class ‘Work’ and the ‘Work’ class in the Gold Standard dataset, as in the
DBpedia classification ‘Work’ creative works such as artwork and software, whereas the
NewsReader annotation also includes electronics and car models, which in the DBpedia
classification are covered by different classes such as ‘Device’ and ‘MeanOfTransportation’.
The DBpedia ontology24 also shows that there is much attention for sports and celebrities,
as is demonstrated by the detailed subclass hierarchy under the ‘Person’ class. In the
NewsReader domain, most persons are business people, of different levels of fame (CEOs,
politicians and journalists).
21

https://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/
yago-naga/aida/downloads/
22
Wikidata World Mapshttps://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en
23
DBpedia 2014 Instances of Selected Classes, last retrieved on 12 July 2015 http://wiki.dbpedia.
org/services-resources/datasets/dataset-statistics#h392-1
24
http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/
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Illuminating Dark Entities

We aim to provide background information to dark entities in two manners: the first is
by adding background data to the KnowledgeStore from additional structured resources
about subsidiary companies to main companies. This type of information is provided by
LexisNexis.
Furthermore, we will also use the text redundancy of the available texts to discover additional information about dark entities. We are currently developing two approaches for
this: a pattern-based approach and a vector-similarity-based approach. The pattern-based
approach described below is part of the MSc thesis work done by Sanne Vrijenhoek Vrijenhoek (2015). The implementation of the pattern-based approach can be found at https:
//github.com/svrijenhoek/IllumDE. The task of identifying information freeform information about entities is related to relation finding in text. In some research challenges such
as MUC,25 the relations to be found are predefined. As we do not know beforehand what
kind of relations may be relevant, illuminating dark entities is more related to distant
supervision Mintz et al. (2009); Nguyen and Moschitti (2011); Takamatsu et al. (2012),
although we focus more on the entities here than the relations.
6.3.1

Pattern-based approach

For the pattern-based approach, we have indexed the global automotive domain news
articles in the Lucene search engine.26 We select a set of ‘light entities’ from the extracted
entities for which the system has correctly identified the DBpedia resource and for a set
of properties of these entities, patterns are generated that can be used to detect the same
properties for ‘dark entities’. This pattern-based approach is inspired by Hearst (1992).
Figure 13 provides an overview of the full system, where the solid arrows denote steps
executed by the system at runtime, and the dotted arrows denote steps taken during
preprocessing. First the processes within the system are shortly described, and are later
explained in more detail. The process is started by selecting an entity from the NewsReader
dataset. Then the list of relations of interest must be decided. For each of these relations,
natural language patterns are learned, which can then be used to extract the correct
information from a text. For each relation, a list of example expressions is then queried from
DBpedia. Using the raw-text articles on Wikipedia, natural language sentences describing
the expression are found. By applying the longest common subsequence algorithm the
sentences found are used to learn patterns. After the patterns are found they are applied
on the news articles in NewsReader, and from this a list of candidate values is returned.
From this list the best candidate must be selected. Below, we detail each step.
Determining properties
In this use case, the choice was made to manually choose a small subset of properties
that are applicable to almost all Organizations, rather than the full spectrum of properties
DBpedia has to offer.
25
26

https://lucene.apache.org/
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Figure 13: Data flow within the system.
The relation founded by and those related to it are chosen, as well as located in and
parent company/subsidiary. Choosing these most frequent properties will influence the
quality of the results; since the properties appear frequently and its patterns are thus
based on more example sentences their resulting values are likely to be of higher quality
than when less frequent relations would have been chosen.
Learning patterns
Having selected the relations of interest, the next step is to try to find their correct values for the entity of interest. In order to do this, natural language patterns are constructed
for each individual property. This is done by finding the commonalities between natural
language sentences expressing that relation, similar to how ‘Bill Gates founded Microsoft’
expresses Microsoft dbo:foundedBy Bill Gates.
Retrieve examples With a SPARQL query to DBpedia’s SPARQL endpoint (see Listing
1) a set of example properties is retrieved. The more examples are retrieved, the more reliable the patterns constructed can become. However with regards to limits on computation
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Listing 1: SPARQL query for retrieving example properties
SELECT ?resource ?value ?name WHERE {
?resource <property> ?value
?resource rdf:type dbpedia−owl:Organisation
OPTIONAL {
?value rdfs:label ?name
FILTER (langMatches(lang(?name),”en”))
}
FILTER(!isURI(?value) || regex(?value,”ˆhttp://dbpedia.org/resource/[ˆ.?!/]+$”,”i”)) .
FILTER(regex(?resource, ”ˆhttp://dbpedia.org/resource/[ˆ.?!/]+$”)) .
} LIMIT 2000

time and DBpedia server load this limit has been set to 2000 unique entities. When available the English variant of the entity’s label is retrieved, as DBpedia often holds several
alternatives in spelling in accordance to specific language rules. The results that have an
external URI as value, meaning those that refer to a source outside of DBpedia, are filtered
from result set.
Sentence search The result of the previous step is a list of value-pairs subjects and
objects between which a particular relation exists. With these combinations of subjects
and objects sentences that contain both subject and object are found in a corpus, as it is
expected that they express the property of interest in natural language.
A limitation of this approach is that both the subject and object must be explicitly
mentioned in the same sentence. This means that coreferential expressions that do not
literally match the entity name, such as his in “Steve Jobs founded his company”, are
missed. This is not important in this particular example, but it does become a problem
when the expressions are spread over multiple sentences. A solution would be to include
coreference resolution in the system, but because of its complexity and the additional load
it puts on computational power it is omitted in this approach.
This part of the system is executed based on literal string matching, without taking
into account word lemmas, part-of-speech tags or Named Entities. This sometimes causes
problems with entity names. An example of this occurs for the Belgian telecom provider
BASE. The system does not distinguish between the company BASE and the verb ‘base’.
BASE has a relation ‘foundation place’ Brussels on DBpedia. The search query based on
this property will return all documents that have the terms ‘base’ and ‘brussels’ within 100
words of each other. This results in a list of sentences describing things that are based in
Brussels, instead of sentences that describe that the company BASE was originally founded
in Brussels. This problem is solved further along in the process, where the terms need to
be of a certain Named Entity Type.
Longest Common Subsequence Next the common factors of the sentences are extracted
and transformed into a set of regular expressions. With these regular expressions, or
patterns, it ought to be possible to find new value-pairs when they are applied to new
sources of data.
Natural language is largely irregular, providing many grammatically correct ways to
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say the same thing. Consider the following sentences, which are example sentences of the
property ‘x founded by y’.
• The Before Columbus Foundation is a nonprofit organization founded in 1976
by Ishmael Reed.
• Hans G. Knoll (1914-1955) was a German American who, together with his wife,
Florence Knoll, founded Knoll, the well-known design company and furniture manufacturer.
• In 1997, during her fathers struggle with the disease, daughter Holly Robinson
Peete and her husband, NFL quarterback Rodney Peete, started the HollyRod
Foundation.
While all three sentences are good examples of the ‘founded by’ relation, they do so in
different ways. The first two sentences both contain the term ‘founded’, but in the first
sentence the company is the sentence subject while in the second one it is the object. The
third sentence, while structurally similar to the second sentence, uses ‘starting’ synonymous
to ‘founding’. The term ‘starting’ however may also have a different meaning, for example
in the sentence ‘Anna started eating her salad’. Furthermore, all three sentences have
dependent clauses that provide additional information about the subject or object but are
irrelevant to the pattern that would ideally be extracted. It is therefore important that
there are enough example sentences to capture the many different ways to express the
relation and assert a level of certainty that sentences matching this pattern are actually
what is desired. Lastly there is the fact that the relevant information for the patterns may
be at different positions in a sentence. In the three sentences above, all words expressing
the founding relation are neatly positioned between the subject and the object. This is
not the case for all relations, as is the case in ‘founding year’ (‘In 1997 Holly Robinson
founded Knoll’) or ‘number of employees’ (‘Apple has about 100.000 employees’).
Now that all sentences are found, each sentence is compared to other sentence. In each
iteration a regular expression that would match both sentences is constructed. Consider
the following two sequences of characters:
‘ADTB’
‘BACDB’
If simply the longest common substring of the two lists is used, one of three values
‘A’,‘D’ or ‘B’ are found as result, which are all equally valid. This does not account for
the possibility that after skipping a certain number of items another common element will
be present, which is the case in the aforementioned lists.
Instead of using the longest common substring method the longest common subsequence
algorithm, from now on referred to as LCSBergroth et al. (2000), is used. The LCS
algorithm will find as many common elements between the lists as possible while taking
their order into account. Given the sequences X = [x1 , x2 , ...xn ] and Z = [z1 , z2 , ...zk ], Z is
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if i = 0 or j = 0.
0,
c[i, j] = c[i − 1, j − 1] + 1,
if i, j > 0 and xi = yj .


max(c[i, j − 1], c[i − 1, j]), if i, j > 0 and xi 6= yj .

(1)

Figure 14: LCS Criteria
a subsequence of X when there is an increasing sequence of integers r1 , r2 ...r|y| such that
Z[i] = X[ri ] for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Y | .
One solution to finding the longest common subsequence would be to brute-force try all
combinations of characters, but this method gets inefficient very quickly, since the number
of possible substrings grows exponentially with each element added.
The implementation of the algorithm in the system is as found in these lecture slides from
the University of Maryland27 . It operates based on the following principles:
Empty If either sequence X or Y is empty, the LCS is also empty
Last characters match When the last characters of sequences X and Y are the same,
calculate the longest common subsequence for xi−1 and yi−1 and add xi to its end.
Last characters do not match This means that xi , yi or both are not part of the LCS.
Calculate the LCS of both c[xi−1 , yi ] and c[xi , yi−1 ] and use the largest value. Combining
these principles leads to rule displayed in Figure 14.
Implementing this rule is done by keeping track of the maximum length of the LCS in
a table, and later reading out this table. The following pseudo-code describes the process
of constructing table c:
function LCSLength(X[1..m], Y [1..n])
C = array(0..m, 0..n)
for i := 0..m do
C[i,0] = 0
end for
for j := 0..n do
C[0,j] = 0
end for
for i := 1..m do
for j := 1..n do
if X[i] = Y[j] then
C[i,j] := C[i-1,j-1] + 1
else
27
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C[i,j] := max(C[i,j-1], C[i-1,j])
end if
end for
end for
return C[m,n]
end function
Now the table is constructed the longest path through it is traced, starting from the
last element c[m, n] of the table. If xm is equal to yn it is added to the LCS, and then
the process continues with item c[m − 1, n − 1]. When xm and yn are not equal values
c[m − 1, n] and c[m, n − 1] are considered, and the path continues along the largest value
of the two. When these two values are also equal both paths are followed, and in the end
it is determined which one turned out to be the longest. In pseudocode this process looks
as follows:
function backtrack(C[m,n],X[m], Y[n], i, j)
if i = 0 or j = 0 then
return ””
else if X[i] = Y[j] then
return backtrack(C, X, Y, i-1, j-1) + X[i]
else
if C[i,j-1] ¿ C[i-1,j] then
return backtrack(C, X, Y, i, j-1)
else
return backtrack(C, X, Y, i-1, j)
end if
end if
end function
Additions A number of extra features is added to the traditional longest common subsequence method.
Wildcards In this experiment, sentences are not treated as continuous strings. Instead
they are transformed into lists, where each term (and punctuation mark) is given its own
slot on the list. In traditional LCS applications (bio-informatics for example) it is often
sufficient to say that the longest common sequence of “ADTB” and “BACDB” is “ADB”,
regardless of whether there have been differing elements anywhere between the elements.
In this implementation it is necessary to know this, and therefore the backtracking function
contains an additional rule that adds a wildcard expression “(.*)” when the terms on the
position previous to the terms that are now the same differs.
It is therefore very likely that a single common term is found surrounded by wildcards.
Often these terms do not really contribute to the quality of the pattern, especially when
the term in question is a so-called ‘stopword’. Stopwords are defined as ‘the most common
words in a particular language’, but there is no definite and agreed-upon list of these words
available. The stopwords chosen in this implementation are based on the list published by
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the search enginge Ranks NL28 , which is longer than Lucene’s default list of stopwords.
When a stopword is surrounded by two wildcard expressions (“(.*) the (.*)”), it will be
replaced by a single wildcard expression (“(.*)”). Using a shorter list of stopwords will
result in more unique patterns, which will enhance the expressiveness of the patterns but
may make them unnecessarily complicated. Also, since a threshold is used for a minimum
number of times a pattern must be found, having many unique patterns may lead to a
reduction in candidate solutions. Therefore this is a question of finding a balance between
precision and recall.
The backtracking part of the LCS algorithm decides whether a term should be present
in the final regular expression. It adds terms to the pattern using the following criteria:
• When the term is not a stopword (“founded”)
• When the term is a stopword that occurs directly before or after a proper word that
is not the subject or an object (“founded by”)
• The term is a preposition and occurs directly before or after the subject or object
(In 1976 Bill Gates founded Windows)
Lemmatization In the explanation given above, the terms in the sentences are kept
as they are. This means that slight deviations in grammar, for example using a present
tense versus a past tense, will result in different patterns. This is solved by using lemmas
instead of the original terms. Nouns are converted to their singular form (mouse instead
of mice) and verbs to their infinitive (go instead of goes, going or went). This results in
a significant reduction of the total number of patterns and a higher number of times a
particular pattern was found.
Entity Type restrictions The Named Entity Type of the subject and object is noted.
The most frequently found type is used as a restriction for the pattern. This means for
example that the patterns of the founded by relation will only match the sentences where
the subject is of type “Organization” and the object of type “Person”. This works well
most of the time, except when a diverging entity type is correct. For example, here it is
impossible to have a company listed as another company’s founder. However it is expected
that this occurs seldomly.
Experimental Setup
In order to measure performance of this system, it is applied to a sample set of entities
in the NewsReader project that do have a DBpedia page, henceforth referred to as ‘light
entities’. Because of the use of light entities, which have information listed on DBpedia,
we can determine whether the value returned by the system is correct.
It is possible that this choice causes a skew in system performance, as it could true
that light entities have a Wikipedia page because there is a lot of information about them.
Perhaps dark entities in general are more difficult to find information about. This is
28
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Total number in NewsReader
34809
19269
6432

Table 25: Overview of the categories of light entities in NewsReader
a subject for further study, but in this project this problem was remedied by requiring
variation in the frequency with which the sample entities are mentioned in the news articles.
There are large differences in frequency of occurrence among the light entities, and it is
to be expected that a desired piece of information is more likely to be present somewhere
in the news articles when the entity is mentioned often. Therefore in order to create a
representative subset of light entities it is important to include a sufficient number of all
types of entities, which are divided here in the categories high-, middle- and low frequency
(see table 6.3.1).
Out of every category, 50 entities are selected randomly. Naturally, evaluation of the
method will be more reliable when the test size is bigger, but with regards to computation
power the limited has been placed at 50 entities.
Quality of patterns
When looking at the patterns generated by the system, it can be seen that a lot of very
generic patterns are listed very frequently. This is caused by the fact that stopwords are
considered viable terms when they appear directly before or after the relation’s subject or
object. Since it is very common for a preposition to occur before or after a noun phrase
this causes a lot of overly generic patters to be constructed. However there are also a
number of relations that are identified almost exclusively with a single preposition. This is
most prevalent in properties regarding a location, which relies heavily on the prepositions
‘in’ and ‘by’. For example:
“Bavaria Film in Munich, Germany is one of Europe’s largest film producing companies”
“Matilda Cruises operated commuter ferry and cruise services on Port Jackson in Sydney.
Since completely filtering the patterns containing only a preposition would result in being
unable to express location-related properties it was decided to include them.
Another cause of overly generic patterns is the use of erroneous sentences to base
the patterns on. Sentences on which the patterns are based are not guaranteed to
actually express the correct relation. When these erroneous sentences are used in pattern
extraction it is very likely that the result is a very generic pattern. Take the following two
sentences:
Johnny Depp, through his production company Infinitum Nihil, purchased the film rights
to the novel in 2008.
Film rights for Inamorata were purchased in 2006 by Johnny Depps film company
Infinitum Nihil.
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While Johnny Depp is listed as the founder of Infinitum Nihil, he is not expressed as
such in the above sentences. Finding the common elements of the two yields the pattern
“<object> (.*) company <subject>”. This pattern is among the most frequently found
patterns for founded by.
The sentences above express the same thing. However, even with completely unrelated
sentences it is very likely to find at least one element they have in common. This is
partly taken care of by filtering patterns that only contain stopwords, but the English
language contains many more words that can be found in many different situations. Thus
the system needs a way to put more emphasis on expressive patterns, over merely selecting
those patterns that have been found most often.
An alternative measure to selecting the most frequent patterns is to take a TF*IDF
inspired approach. TF*IDF Salton et al. (1975), or Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency, is a commonly used model in information retrieval that states that a term that
appears in only a few documents is more reflective of a document’s contents than terms
that appear in almost every document. If this is applied to pattern selection it would
select the patterns that appear most often (term frequency), but offset that by how often
it matches other random sentences (document frequency). This measure could be used as
a threshold value, but can also be used to assign a confidence value to the patterns. In this
project, the attempt was made to implement this principle, but it was eventually discarded
because of the additional load it put on computational power.
Quality of values This section describes the quality of the values found by the system.
Three types of relations are evaluated: founder, location and parent company/subsidiary.
Founders, founder and founded by DBpedia contains three relations that express
by whom a company was founded, namely dbp:founders, dbp:founder and dbo:foundedBy.
In each pattern, the subject and object in each relation needs to be of a particular entity
type. For all three relations it was found that the subject is of type ‘Organization’, and
the object of type ‘Person’.
dbp:founders only has 2 patterns that have been found more than 10 times:
1. <subject> , (.*) of <object>
2. <subject> of <object>
Both patterns are very generic. Patterns are based on 191 example sentences, which is
a relatively small set. Pattern <object> , (.*) founder of <subject>< is also found, but
only six times and is therefore not included when applying patterns. This is because a
threshold of at least 10 occurrences is used.
dbp:founder has a higher variation among the patterns, as 58 of them have been found
more than 10 times, based on 705 example sentences. Here too, the top results are generic;
9 of the 10 top results express something similar to <object> (.*) of/by <subject>.
Pattern <subject> co-founder <object> is the 5th most frequent one, having been found
124 times. ‘Co-founder’ appears in multiple patterns (77 total), more times than ‘founder’
by itself does (72 times). Pattern <subject> founder <object> is the 19th most frequent
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pattern having been found 25 times.
dbo:foundedBy is one of the most frequent properties occurring for Organizations, and
also has the most example sentences (2,336) and unique patterns (3,578), of which 210
patterns occur 10 times or more. The top 10 shows greater specificity than its counterparts
described above:
1. (.*) album (.*) <object> (.*) <subject>
2. <subject> co-founder <object>
3. <object> (.*) founder of (.*) <subject>
4. <object> (.*) label (.*) <subject>
5. <subject> (.*) company (.*) <object>
6. <object> (.*) record (.*) <subject>
7. <object> (.*) <subject> (.*) company (.*)
8. <object> , co-founder of <subject>
9. (.*) include (.*) <object> (.*) <subject>
10. <subject> label (.*) <object>
Some of these patterns are correct, such as those that contain the terms founder and
co-founder, but others are not likely to return a founder at all, such as those containing
the terms ‘include’, ‘company’, ‘label’ and ‘album’.
The ‘label’ and ‘album’ patterns are caused by the high frequency of sentences such as
the following among the example sentences that the patterns are based on:
“The band was signed by Madonna’s Maverick Records label”
“They were promptly signed to Michael Jackson’s label, MJJ Sony.”
Here, an artist was indeed the founder of a record label. The high frequency of these
type of sentences is likely caused by the fact that the example predicates DBpedia yielded
were skewed towards the entertainment area, since DBpedia, which is based on Wikipedia,
contains relatively many entities from this domain. DBpedia also sometimes lists the
recording artist of an album as its founder. This happens for example for ‘Ludacris’, who
is listed as the founder of (dbo:foundedBy) his album “Disturbing tha Peace”.
Correct result not in news articles A recurring problem is that in some cases the
correct founders are not mentioned in any of the news articles. This happens for example
for the companies ‘Morgan Motor Company’ and ‘Holden’, both high frequency entities,
and ‘Formosa Plastics Group’ and ‘UAE Exchange’ of the low frequency entities.
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Other times the correct founders are mentioned, but not explicitly as being the founder.
This happens for example in ‘Vauxhall Motors’. Correct founder Alexander Wilson is
mentioned a couple of times, but mostly in sentences such as “Vauxhall originated as a
company called Alexander Wilson and Co,”. He is mentioned as the founder in the sentence
“Vauxhall dates back to 1857 when Alexander Wilson founded the Vauxhall Ironworks”, but
this is not matched because the old name ‘Vauxhall Ironworks’ is used instead of ‘Vauxhall
Motors’. This is a limitation of the fact that entity mentions need to match the name
on DBpedia exactly. The same happens with Enzo Ferrari, who is often mentioned as
someone’s grandfather or as the former boss of an F1 racer, but never as the founder of the
company Ferrari. This also occurs among middle- and low frequency entities, such as Dolby
Laboratories (where only the ‘Ray Dolby Ballroom’ is mentioned) and ‘UAE Exchange’.
However it does tend to happen the least to high frequency entities, and the most to low
frequency entities (see Table 26). This is to be expected, as the low frequency entities are
mentioned less than 10 times in NewsReader, and it would be a coincidence if one of those
few articles were to mention a founder
Table 26: Number of entities without candidate solutions
High Middle Low
dbp:founders
34
32
45
dbp:founder
14
22
35
dbo:foundedBy 7
19
38
In most of these cases, other people working at the company are returned, which can
be contributed to the very generic patterns. Most of these people are current CEOs or
other public figures that have had reason to occur in the media recently. Most of the time
these values are only found with a very low frequency. To correctly handle these kinds of
situations an option would be needed not to return any value, for example when the value
is only found with generic patterns and very few times.
Location-related entities
Many of the frequently-occurring properties are related to locations. Among others,
there is dbp:locationCountry, dbo:locationCity and dbo:headquarters. Some properties express the same relation, for example dbo:locationCountry and dbp:country, but most talk
about the same location on a different scale, such as country, state, county, city. Then
there are more vague concepts like dbo:meetingPlace and dbo:location. A company can
have multiple locations and meeting places, making the ‘correct’ value somewhat ambiguous. Determining the ‘correct’ value for this property is difficult. Even if it is known which
type of location is desired there is no knowledge imbued about what the value that is found
actually is. For example, if your pattern is <subject> in <object>, the value found for
object could be the country, the city, the continent, the street, etc. The patterns have a
restriction on the fact that the resource needs to be a company and the value a location.
This makes the exact form of the patterns less important; even with very generic patterns
the location restriction makes it almost impossible to return complete nonsense. However
the generic patterns do make it difficult to find the exact correct value.
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This is reflected in the results that are returned for these properties. Most of the times
the list of candidate solutions contains the same location on different scales, as is the case
with ‘Henry Ford Health Systems’, which returns ‘Detroit’ for dbo:locationCountry. The
company is based in Detroit, and Detroit is in the United States. Here the correct value
could be induced. The opposite occurs too; for dbp:locationCity the value ‘Australia’ is
returned for the company ‘Holden’, which is indeed based in Australia, in Port Melbourne
to be exact.
If only the cities that were found among the candidate list for Holden’s dbo:locationCity
are considered, the main contenders are Adelaide (found 37 times), Melbourne (26 times)
and Port Melbourne (8 times). Port Melbourne is within the city of Melbourne, so these
candidates can be considered as one. The Adelaide location is not Holden’s headquarters,
but it is the primary location of their vehicle manufacturing operations. Since Adelaide
has been found most often with similarly generic patterns it would be the selected value.
With more sophisticated patterns the correct distinction could be made between the two,
as among the result sentences Adelaide is usually mentioned as ‘the plant in Adelaide’ or
‘Adelaide’s factory’, and ‘Port Melbourne’ as ‘at Port Melbourne headquarters’ or ‘new
headquarters in Port Melbourne’.
It must also be said that in some cases the generic patterns are the only logical pattern
to be constructed. Take for example the relation dbo:location, which does not have a clearly
defined target value, returning values ranging from street names to countries. If the goal
is to find the commonality between the sentences that contain those subject/object pairs,
it is not surprising that the only commonality found is a generic pattern like <subject> in
<object.
Similar to the ‘founder’ relation, the lower frequency entities return the wrong value
more often. There are also a less distinct candidate solutions among the results. In these
cases it may be that a single event, such as opening a new store in a particular location, is
the single value found and therefore selected. This is the case for company ‘Marimekko’,
which is primarily based in Finland but was mentioned a couple of times in the news
because they had just opened a store in Japan.
Since there is very little variation among the patterns for these types of relations, the
value selection criteria have less impact on the quality of the results than on the foundertype relations, as typically method 1, 3 and 4 produce the same results. Since method 3 is
a better thought out version of method 1 and there is hardly any variations in the patterns
for these relations it is concluded that method 3 is the most suitable for this task.
Parent companies, subsidiaries and affiliations
Data sparsity for these properties is high in comparison to the sets of properties discussed in the previous sections. While every company must have a location somewhere and
many companies have a founder, there are not that many companies that have a parent
company or a subsidiary. For all properties considered here it has been found that both
the subject and the object must be of type ‘Organization’. Here too, it is shown that
top ranked patterns are the most generic ones, and often include the term ‘company’. An
additional complication is the fact that the subject and the object are of the same type.
For example, in the relation dbo:parentCompany there are the two patterns <subject> (.*)
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company (.*) <object> and <object> (.*) company (.*) <subject>, which are identical
except for their placement of the subject and object values. Since these exact same two
patterns are found for both dbo:parentCompany and dbo:subsidiary, it happens frequently
that the same company is found as both the parent company and the subsidiary.
However there have also been good and expressive patterns found. For dbo:parentCompany the pattern <subject> (.*) a subsidiary of <object> is found as the 13th most
frequent pattern, while <value> (.*) subsidiary of (.*) <resource> is found as the 7th
most frequent pattern for dbo:subsidiary.
Given that the patterns are so generic and that the news articles are primarily focused
on companies and their interactions it is to be expected that many results are found every
time. Sometimes the correct value is found; in the case of the parent company of VMWare
the correct value EMC is found 13 times, of which 11 are based on generic patterns and
two are based on a pattern containing ‘subsidiary’. In the case of Penske Automotive
Group the correct parent company Penske Corporation is not found, even though they are
mentioned as such once in the news articles. This is caused by the fact that the company is
notated as ‘Penske Automotive Group, Inc’. The two companies are more often mentioned
together, but as ‘a joint venture between’, which would imply an affiliation rather than a
parent company.
At one point a wrong candidate is selected based on a pattern containing the subsidiary
relation. This happened based on the sentence “was fully contracted to a subsidiary of
<object> and will be used in part by DISH Mexico, an EchoStar joint venture, for DirectTo-Home (DTH) service in Mexico and for <subject> in the US.”. Here the wildcard of
the pattern allows too many words to be between the subject and object.
Another note must be made about the specificity of patterns. The property
dbo:parentCompany has a number of patterns containing the term ‘subsidiary’. The
pattern <resource> (.*) subsidiary (.*) <value> is one of the most frequent patterns.
However, this sentence could match both “X and its subsidiary Y” and “X is a subsidiary
of Y”. In the first case X would be the parent company, in the second case that would be
Y. This example shows that in selecting patterns the specificity of the patterns should be
considered as opposed to only their frequency.
Entities without results
A special observation should be made for the entities within the result set that never
return any value, no matter the property. Examples of these are ‘Alpine’ and ‘Mercedes
AMG’. In both the cases the lack of results is caused by the way DBpedia has specified
the entity’s label. In the first case the label returned includes ‘(automobile)’, and the news
articles obviously never mention ’Alpine (automobile)’. The label returned for Mercedes
is ‘Mercedes-AMG’, and Mercedes is typically mentioned without the suffix or with a
whitespace between Mercedes and AMG, instead of the hyphen.
Since light entities are considered here the system needs to rely on the labels and names
that DBpedia returns. This will not be the case with dark entities, which are defined with
a textual representation as they are found in the text rather than a DBpedia URL. This
would automatically resolve these problems.
Improving pattern construction
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Many of the wrongly selected candidates were caused by very generic or wrong patterns.
In order to improve performance of the system, the way patterns are constructed and
selected needs to be changed drastically.
Focus on the entertainment area Because example triples are randomly selected
from DBpedia, which has comparatively many entities from the entertainment domain,
the example sentences that the patterns are based on are also skewed towards this area.
This shows in the generation of patterns such as <subject> (.*) album <object> for the
foundedBy relation. By more strictly governing which entities can serve as example triples
problems such as these might be avoided, for example by randomly selecting entities from
the NewsReader dataset rather than DBpedia itself.
Pattern confidence Many of the patterns constructed are very generic. They will often
return the wrong result, as they can be applied to many sentences that do not express
the correct relation. One way of preventing this could be to use a TF*IDF approach.
By assigning a confidence value based on the number of sentences in a sample set that
would match this pattern the patterns with the least confidence can be filtered out. It
is however important that this confidence value is not used as an absolute threshold, but
rather relative to the relation under consideration. This will still enable relations that rely
on generic patterns, such as location-focused relations, to still use these patterns.
Pattern selection criteria
Another way of preventing the use of generic patterns is by using different pattern
selection criteria. In this project, the patterns that were found most frequently were
used. This however puts undue emphasis on generic patterns, which were likely based on
sentences that were not very similar. More specific patterns that were not found quite as
often but are more expressive are often not taken into consideration. Instead of selecting
the most frequent pattern, an alternative method should be used that puts more emphasis
on the pattern’s expressiveness.
Using more NLP information
The system currently only uses the Named Entity Type of the subjects and objects
found and the lemma’s of the terms during pattern creation. However there are many
other NLP processes that could also positively contribute. An example of this is coreference
resolution, which would enable relations to be found over several sentences. For example,
two sentences that formed the basis for the unusable pattern <subject> (.*) company
<object>. The first sentence contains “<subject> through his company <object>”, and
the second has “<subject>’s company <object>”. These sentences express a possession
dependency, where the terms ’s and his state that the subject owns the company. This
is not caught with the current LCS implementation only covering string matching. If the
dependency between subject and object could also be caught in the pattern this pattern
would become much more useful.
Improving candidate selection
While improving the constructed patterns is vital to the success of the application, there
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is also a lot of improvement possible one step further down the line, namely at candidate
selection.
Selection threshold In this project there is always a candidate value selected as the final
value. However it is also possible that there is no correct value, which is for example the
case when looking for the founder of a government-owned company. In most of these cases
candidate values will be found with generic patterns and very few times. In these cases it
must be possible to choose not to select a value from the candidate list at all. Concurrently,
when multiple values are found frequently and with high-confidence patterns, it must also
be possible to select all these values. This can happen when a company has multiple
founders.
Value inferencing For location-related entities often the correct value is found on the
wrong scale. For example, the location city is found rather than the location country or
the other way around. In some of these cases inferencing can be used to still arrive at
the correct value. For example, if it can be declared that for relation dbp:locationCountry
the value found must be of type dbo:Country, the candidate list could be filtered until it
only contains those values that are of that type. Alternatively, if the primary candidate is
‘Amsterdam’, a Linked Open Data source like Geonames29 could be used to inference that
Amsterdam is a city, located in the country the Netherlands.
6.3.2

Vector-similarity-based approach

For the vector similarity-based approach, we try to identify entities in the cars corpus
that are similar to the dark entities. To this end, we generated a word2vec Mikolov et
al. (2013b) bi-gram model on the cars corpus. For each dark entity, we query the corpus
and retrieve the top 10 most similar concepts. As the model does not distinguish between
entities or words, this may return entities, but also verbs etc. We list the entity types in
the retrieved similar concepts, and take the most frequently occurring one as a proxy for
the type of the dark entity. Whilst the named entity recogniser had already assigned one of
the four types Person, Organisation, Location or MISC, this approach allows us to assign
a more finegrained type such as ‘Politician’ or ‘Manufacturer’. The vector-based approach
is currently being evaluated and results are expected in the spring of 2016.

7

Non-entities

Entities provide a useful source of information to work with events. However, we have
detected other concepts that are also relevant and they are not entities. In order to detect
this type of concepts, as a first approach, we have exploited DBpedia Spotlight to obtain
more complete event descriptions.
29

http://www.geonames.org/
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In the NED module, we directly feed the output of our NERC classifiers to the candidate
selection and disambiguation components of the DBpedia Spotlight. However, the DBpedia
Spotlight also offers the option of identifying mention strings. For that, it first recognizes
names of concepts or entities and then it matches these names to DBpedia entries. This
approach covers not only named entities but also other type of concepts. Thus, as a first
step in the identification of non-entities, we decided to study the appropriateness of such
approach.
As a proof of concept, we have implemented a new module which uses DBpedia Spotlight for spotting (recognition of phrases) and disambiguation. This new module requires
a NAF document with wf and term elements as standard input and it provides wikification as standard output. This information is represented in the “markable” layer, whose
purpose is to group tokens and attach information to them. Given the sentence “I think
we’re responding emotionally to the 20th anniversary of the October 1987 stock market
crash.”, the wikification module links the token group “October 1987 stock market crash”
to the DBpedia entity http://dbpedia.org/resource/Black_Monday_(1987) as follows:
<!--October 1987 stock market crash-->
<mark id="m67" lemma="October 1987 stock market crash"
source="DBpedia">
<span>
<target id="w350" />
<target id="w351" />
<target id="w352" />
<target id="w353" />
<target id="w354" />
</span>
<externalReferences>
<externalRef resource="spotlight"
reference="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Black_Monday_(1987)"
confidence="1.0" />
</externalReferences>
</mark>

This type of concepts does not concern entities, but it is undeniable that these are relevant concepts to consider when extracting information. In order to perform a preliminary
qualitative analysis, we have integrated the module in the NewsReader pipeline. Then, we
have processed a subset of the WikiNews corpora (General Motors and Stock Market) and
we have compared the most common markables and entities. In the case of the General
Motors corpus, the most detected entities refer to: General Motors, Chrysler, Ford, U.S.,
Fiat etc. The most mentioned concepts detected by the wikification cover General Motors,
Chrysler and Ford entities and terms such as sale, bankruptcy and car. In the Stock Market,
the U.S., Japan, FTSE 100 and Dow Jones entities are the most common ones. These entities are detected by the wikification module but terms such as point, market, stock market
and level are also identified. All these concepts are relevant in the given corpora, thus, it
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seems sensible to include this type of information in our processing. However, we have to
perform a quantitative evaluation to define the process to include this type of information.
We could also try to adapt the output of the module to a domain. For that, we
could implement a new module which given a list of categories for a specific domain, it
would distinguish between in domain and out of domain terms. The process would require
some type of information about categories that could come from a knowledge base such a
DBpedia or YAGO2.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this deliverable, we have provided an overview of our ongoing activities to adapt the
NewsReader pipeline and its output to the financial and economic domain. Where Deliverable D5.2.1 Domain model for financial and economic events, version 1 the first versions
of our model and modules presented, in this deliverable, we present the second version
of the Events and Situations Ontology (ESO), as well as in-depth analyses of the named
entity recognition and disambiguation modules in the NewsReader Pipeline V2 and the
improvements that will be included in the Pipeline V3.
There were many directions that could potentially be taken in domain adaptation for
the financial and economic domain. In NewsReader, we chose to focus on the most apparent
issues that came up from user feedback which were gathered during the hackathons, as well
as from our analyses of the performance of our modules in Deliverable D3.3.1 Annotated
Data, version 2. A summary of this and our motivations for the focus on events and entities
was presented in Section 2.
Then, in Section 3, we presented the new version of the Events and Situations Ontology.
This version of ESO has 4 main differences with respect to the ESO V1: a) revised class
hierarchy, b) modeling of scalar values c) expressivity of the assertions and d) mapping
relations to FrameNet and SUMO. For the modeling of scalar values, the ontological metamodel was extended with additional existential restrictions (Section 3.2.3). These changes
have led to a doubling in size of ESO V2 as compared to ESO V1. This version of ESO
will be evaluated with the results of the NewsReader pipeline V3 on the car domain.
The second part of the domain modelling effort concerns entities and non-entities. Our
evaluations and hackathons showed that in V2 of the NewsReader pipeline, there was a
fair amount of room for improvement on recognising and disambiguating entities. To this
end, the NERC module was adapted to better deal with out of domain data (i.e. data
that is different from the data on which the model was trained). This module, as well as
a benchmark evaluation, is described in Section 4.
Then, as the results of the NewsReader NLP pipeline are to be inserted into the KnowledgeStore, correct linking to a semantic resource such as DBpedia is vital. Due to incorrectly identified entity boundaries or a different domain bias, the disambiguation module in
the pipeline V2 was not always succeeding in uncovering the correct link. In Section 5, we
describe our new entity disambiguation reranking module that takes the document context
of entities into account, as well as disambiguation of parts of entities if the boundaries were
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incorrect.
However, not all entities that are relevant in our domain, are described in DBpedia. To
ensure that there is some information available about these entities, we have investigated
the problems concerning these so-called ‘dark entities’ and a module that is currently
developed to detect information about these from the large document set about the domain.
This module will not be run on the documents separately, but will take advantage of the
redundancy in cross-document setting. The current status of this is described in Section 6.
Finally, from feedback and evaluations we found that there is a large gap between the
entity classes that are currently recognised by the the pipeline (and that are defined in the
literature). We therefore also investigated the detection of ‘non-entities’: relevant concepts
in the domain not covered by the entity recogniser. This module is described in Section 7.
The modules described in this deliverable mostly focus on the NLP pipeline. In the
coming month, we are also looking into including more domain-specific structured data
resources into the KnowledgeStore as well as the SynerScope tool. Whilst this does not
directly affect the text processing, it is expected that it will improve the data exploration,
directly affecting the user experience. The modules are also set up in such a manner that
the NAF2SEM module can make a choice between the outputs of different modules on the
same element, allowing further testing and different configurations before the final results
are included in the KnowledgeStore.
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ESO Classes: Definitions, Class mappings, Role Mappings, Assertions and Examples of
the Instantiation of the Assertions.
This file provides a human readable version of the Event and Situation Ontology 1.0.,
developed for the NewsReader project (www.newsreader-project.eu).
All classes are in alphabetical order. For each class we provide:
-the subclass relation
-the class definition
-the mappings from ESO classes to FrameNet and SUMO (as available online at June 20, 2015)
-the mappings from ESO roles to FrameNet Frame Elements
-the assertions for each class defining the situation that holds before, after and/or during the
event (in a non-formal transcription).
-examples that show what the ESO class assertions can infer from a sentence annotated with
FrameNet-based SRL.
For the class eso:Damaging, we also provide a commented full OWL and RDF version that shows
the existential restriction for relative values and examples of the assertion instantiations.
This example can be found at the end of this document.
Date: June 24th 2015
For questions and remarks, please contact:
r.h.segers@vu.nl

ESO CLASSES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER:
-Arriving subclassOf:Translocation
"The subclass of Translocation where someone or something arrives at a location."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Arriving
closeMatch: fn:Vehicle_landing
closeMatch: sumo:Arriving
For the roles and assertions and, see: Translocation.
EXAMPLES:
"Mary approached the White House with a grim face."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
Mary

notAtPlace the White House
atPlace
the White House

"Mary arrived in Washington from Dulles National Airport."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
Mary
Mary
Mary

atPlace
notAtPlace
atPlace
notAtPlace

Dulles National Airport
Washington
Washington
Dulles National Airport

-Attacking subclassOf: IntentionalEvent
"The subclass of IntentionalEvent where someone or something is assaulted
with the intention to cause some harm."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Attack
closeMatch: sumo:ViolentContest

Role mappings:
damaging-undergoer: fn: Object, fn:Victim, fn: Experiencer, fn:Body_part,
fn: Patient, fn: Artifact
damaging-state-1: - (blank node)
damaging-state-2: - (blank node)
damaging-damage: activity: Assertions:
pre situation:
post situation:

damaging-undergoer
damaging-state-1

inState
damaging-state-1
hasRelativeValue "+"

damaging-undergoer
damaging-state-2
damaging-undergoer
damaging-undergoer
damaging-damage

inState
damaging-state-2
hasRelativeValue "-"
isDamaged
true
hasDamage
damaging-damage
hasNegativeEffectOn
activity

Note that the last two assertions will not be instantiated as no FrameNet roles exist
for the ESO roles damaging-damage and activity.
Note that damaging-state-1 and damaging-state-2 are modeled with an existential
restriction that allows to create a blank node in the named graph.
EXAMPLES:
"Marie attacked John with a knife."
pre situation
post situation

John
:xyz123
John
:xyz124
John

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:xyz123
+
:xyz124
true

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:xyz125
+
:xyz126
true

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:abc123
+
:abc124
true

"The army bombed the power plant."
pre situation
post situation

the power plant
xyz125
the power plant
:xyz126
the power plant

"The hurricane struck West-Virginia."
pre situation
post situation

West-Virginina
:abc123
West-Virginia
:abc124
West-Virginia

-BeginningARelationship
subclassOf: IntentionalEvent
"The subclass of IntentionalEvent were people start or form a personal
relationship with each other".
Class mappings:
broadMatch: fn:Forming_relationships
Role mappings:
relationship-partner-1: fn:Partner_1
relationship-partner-2: fn:Partner_2

relationship-partners: fn:Partner_1, fn:Partner_2, fn:Partners
Assertions:
pre situation

relationship-partner-1
relationship-partners

post situation relationship-partner-1
relationship-partners

notInRelationshipWith
inRelationship

relationship-partner-2
false

inRelationshipWith
inRelationship

relationship-partner-2
true

EXAMPLES:
"John married Mary in 2011."
pre situation
post situation

John
John, Mary
John
John, Mary

notInRelationshipWith
inRelationship
inRelationshipWith
inRelationship

Mary
false
Mary
true

"The secret wedding of John and Mary!"
pre situation
post situation

John and Mary
John and Mary

inRelationship
inRelationship

false
true

"John married again in 2014."
pre situation
post situation

John
John

inRelationship
inRelationship

false
true

-BeingAtAPlace subclassOf: StaticEvent
“Static event where some entity is at a location.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Residence
closeMatch: fn:Presence
closeMatch: fn:Temporary_stay
closeMatch: fn:Being_located
Role mappings:
atPlace-theme: fn:Theme, fn:Resident, fn:Entity, fn:Guest.
atPlace-location: fn:Location
Assertions:
during situation:

atPlace-theme

atPlace

atPlace-location

EXAMPLES:
"Marie stayed at the Hilton Hotel."
during situation

Marie

atPlace

Hilton Hotel

"Oil reservoirs are present in Rotterdam."
during situation

oil reservoirs atPlace

Rotterdam

"John lives in Amsterdam."
during situation

John

atPlace

Amsterdam

"John is the first resident at King's Landing."
during situation

John

atPlace

King's Landing

-BeingDamaged subclassOf: StaticEvent
“Static event where some entity is in a damaged state.”
Class mappings:
broadMatch: fn:Being_operational
Role mappings:
damaging_undergoer: fn:Object, fn:Victim, fn: Experiencer, fn:Body_part,
fn: Patient, fn: Artifact.
damaging-damage: activity: Assertions:
during-situation:

damaging-undergoer
damaging-undergoer
damaging-damage

isDamaged
hasDamage
hasNegativeEffectOn

true
damaging-damage
activity

Note that the last two assertions will not be instantiated as no FrameNet roles exist for
the ESO roles damaging-damage and activity.
EXAMPLE:
"The suspension of this car is broken."
during-situation
the suspension of this car
(this car
(broken suspension

isDamaged
hasDamage
hasNegativeEffectOn

true
broken suspension)
operating)

-BeingEmployed subclassOf: StaticEvent
“Static event where someone is working in a position and is compensated for her work
by some form of payment.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Being_employed
closeMatch: fn:Employing
Role mappings:
employment-employee: fn:Employee
employment-employer: fn:Employer
employment-function: fn:Position
employment-value: fn:Compensation
employment-task: fn:Task
employment-attribute: Assertions:
during situation

employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-attribute
employment-employee

employedAt
hasFunction
hasTask
hasAttribute
hasValue
isEmployed

employment-employer
employment-function
employment-task
employment-attribute
employment-value
true

Note that employment-attribute is modeled with an existential restriction that allows
to create a blank node in the named graph.

EXAMPLES:
"Ford employed Marie as CFO."
during situation

Marie
Marie
Marie

employedAt
hasFunction
isEmployed

Ford
CFO
true

"Marie works as CFO for 2000 dollar a month."
during situation

Marie
Marie
:xyz667
Marie

hasFunction
hasAttribute
hasValue
isEmployed

CFO
:xyz667
2000 dollar
true

"Marie is employed at Ford to handle the severe financial issues."
during situation

Marie
Marie
Marie

employedAt
hasTask
isEmployed

Ford
to handle the severe financial issues
true

-BeingInAPersonalRelationship
subclassOf:StaticEvent
"The subclass of StaticEvent where persons are in some personal relationship."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Personal_relationship
Role mappings:
relationship-partner-1: fn:partner_1
relationship-partner-2: fn:partner_2
relationship-partners: fn:partners, fn: partner_1, fn: partner_2
Assertions:
during situation
during situation

relationship-partner-1
relationship-partners

inRelationshipWith relationship-partner-2
inRelationship
true

EXAMPLES:
"John dates Marie."
during-situation

John
John, Marie

inRelationshipWith
inRelationship

Marie
true

inRelationshipWith
inRelationship

Marie
true

"John is married to Marie."
during situation

John
John, Marie

-BeingInExistence
subclassOf: StaticEvent
“Static event where some entity exists.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Existence
Role mappings:
exist-theme: fn:Entity
Assertions:
during situation

exist-theme

exist

true

EXAMPLES:
"Cars with a Wankel engine still exist."
during situation

cars with a Wankel engine

exist true

"There were human settlements near the volcano."
during situation

human settlements near the volcano exist

true

-BeingInUse
subclassOf StaticEvent
"The static event class where something is in use by an agent
(in some particular role or for some purpose)."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Using
closeMatch: fn:UsingResource
broadMatch: fn:BeingOperational
Role mappings:
inuse-entity-1: fn:Agent
inuse-entity-2 fn:Instrument, fn:Resource, fn:Object
inuse-function: fn:Role
inuse-purpose: fn:Purpose
Assertions:
during situation

inuse-entity-1
inuse-entity-2
inuse-entity-2
inuse-entity-2

uses
hasFunction
hasPurpose
inFunction

inuse-entity-2
inuse-function
inuse-purpose
true

"Ford uses codename X for operations in India."
during situation

Ford
codename X
codename X

uses
codename X
hasPurpose operations in India
inFunction
true

"Ford used codename X name as cover."
during situation

Ford
codename X
codename X

uses
operational name
hasFunction cover
inFunction
true

"Mary used her Peugeot 205 to drive to work."
during situation

Mary
her Peugeot 205
her Peugeot 205

uses
her Peugeot 205
hasPurpose drive to work
inFunction
true

"The system works."
during situation

the system

inFunction

true

-BeingLeader
subclassOf: StaticEvent
“StaticEvent where someone is leader of some group of persons or organization.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Leadership

Role mappings:
leader-entity: fn:Leader
leader-governed-entity: fn:Governed
leader-function: fn:Role
Assertions:
during situation:

leader-entity
leader-entity
leader-entity

isLeader
isLeaderOf
hasFunction

true
leader-governed_entity
leader-function

EXAMPLES:
"John chairs the committee"
during situation

John
John

isLeader
isLeaderOf

true
the committee

"John ruled over Apple as a king"
during situation

John
John
John

isLeader
isLeaderOf
hasFunction

true
Apple
king

"Ford is setting up an operation which is headed by Mary as general manager"
during situation

Mary
Mary

isLeader
hasFunction

true
general manager

"John is chairman of the committee."
during situation

John
John

isLeader
isLeaderOf

true
the committee

-BeingOperational
subclassOf: StaticEvent
Static event where some device is in function.
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Being-operational
Role mappings:
operational-theme: fn:Object
Assertions:
during situation

operational-theme

inFunction

true

EXAMPLES:
"The new welding power supply works."
during situation

the new welding power supply inFunction

true

"The new welding power supply is functional."
during situation

the new welding power supply inFunction

true

-Borrowing subclassOf: Getting
“The subclass of Getting where a person gets something in possession for some period of
time after which the item should be given back.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Borrowing
closeMatch: fn:Borrowing
For the roles and assertions, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLE:
"Mary borrowed the car from John"
pre situation
post situation

John
Marie
John
Marie

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

the car
the car
the car
the car

-Buying
subclassOf: FinancialTransaction
The subclass of FinancialTransaction where some entity changes of ownership in
exchange for money. Note that the buyer is not necessarily the new owner of the entity.
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Commerce_buy
closeMatch: sumo:Buying
For the roles and assertions, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLES:
"John bought the flowers for 10 dollar."
pre situation
post situation
during situation

John
John
John
John
the flowers

hasInPossession
notHasPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasValue

10 dollar
the flowers
the flowers
10 dollar
10 dollar

"John bought the flowers from Mary."
pre situation
post situation

John
Mary
John
Mary

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

the flowers
the flowers
the flowers
the flowers

"John bought the flowers for Mary."
pre situation
post situation

John
Mary
John
Mary

notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession

flowers
flowers
flowers
flowers*

*Note that Mary is the 'Recipient' in FrameNet. While this FrameNet role is important for
some subclasses of eso: ChangeOfPossession, for eso:Buying, this role is less prominent.
However, the roles and assertions for this sub hierarchy are modeled at the highest possible
level in the ontology (ChangeOfPossession) and are inherited by e.g. Buying.
As a result, in some cases the assertions of the post situation of Buying can generate a
questionable statement.

-ChangeOfPossession subclassOf: DynamicEvent
“The subclass of DynamicEvent where some entity changes possession. Note that this often
but not necessarily implies a change of location of the entity.”
Class mappings:
relatedMatch: fn:Transfer
closeMatch: sumo: ChangeOfPossession
Role mappings:
possession-owner_1: fn:Supplier, fn:Exporter, fn:Donor, fn:Victim, fn:Source,
fn:Lender, fn:Exporting_area, fn:Sender, fn:Seller
possession-owner_2: fn:Perpetrator, fn:Importing_area, fn:Importer, fn:Lessee,
fn:Buyer, fn:Recipient, fn:Borrower, fn:Agent
possession-theme: fn:Theme, fn:Goods, fn:Possession
Assertions:
pre situation
post situation

possession-owner_1
possession-owner_2
possession-owner_1
possession-owner_2

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

possession-theme
possession-theme
possession-theme
possession-theme

EXAMPLES:
"Marie stole the car keys from John"
pre situation
post situation

John
Marie
John
Marie

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

car keys
car keys
car keys
car keys

"Ford exported 3000 cars to India last month"
pre situation
post situation

Ford
India
Ford
India

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

3000 cars
3000 cars
3000 cars
3000 cars

-ChangingShape subclassOf:InternalChange
“The subclass of InternalChange where the shape of an entity is changed.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Manipulate_into_shape
closeMatch: fn:Reshaping
closeMatch: sumo:ShapeChange
Role mappings:
changingshape-entity: fn:Undergoer, fn:Theme
changingshape-initialshape: changingshape-finalshape: fn:Configuration, fn:Resultant_configuration, fn:Result
Assertions:
pre situation
post situation

changingshape-entity
changingshape-entity

inState
notInState

changingshape-initialshape
changingshape-finalshape

changingshape-entity
changingshape-entity

inState
notInState

changingshape-finalshape
changingshape-initialshape

Note that changingshape-initialshape and changingshape-finalshape are modeled with
an existential restriction that allows to create a blank node in the named graph.

EXAMPLES:
"John moulded the paste into a ball."
pre situation
post situation

the paste
the paste
the paste
the paste

inState
notInState
inState
notInState

:xyz130
ball
ball
:xyz130

inState
notInState
inState
notInState

:xyz134
:abc123
:abx123
:xyz134

"John folded the paper."
pre situation
post situation

the paper
the paper
the paper
the paper

-Collaboration
subclassOf: StaticEvent
“Static event where people work together for some period of time.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Collaboration
closeMatch: sumo:Cooperation
Role mappings:
collaboration-partner-1: fn:Partner_1
collaboration-partner-2: fn:Partner_2
collaboration-partners: fn:Partner_1, fn:Partner_2, fn:Partners
collaboration-project: fn:Undertaking
Assertions:
during situation

collaboration-partner-1
collaboration-partners
collaboration-partners

collaboratesWith
inCollaboration
hasProject

collaboration-partner-2
true
collaboration-project

EXAMPLES:
"John collaborates with Mary on a book."
during situation

John
collaboratesWith
John, Mary hasProject
John, Mary inCollaboration

Mary
a book
true

"The left wing parties are conspiring to impeach the president."
during situation

the left wing parties
the left wing parties

hasProject
inCollaboration

to impeach the president
true

-Creating subclassOf: InternalChange
“The subclass of InternalChange where something is made, created,
build, constructed, etc.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Building
closeMatch: fn:Intentionally_create
closeMatch: fn:Creating
closeMatch: fn:Manufacturing
closeMatch: sumo:Constructing
closeMatch: sumo:Creation
closeMatch: sumo:Manufacture
closeMatch: sumo:Making
Role mappings:

creating-theme: fn: Product, fn:Created_entity
Assertions:
pre situation
post situation

creating-theme
creating-theme

exist
exist

false
true

exist
exist

false
true

EXAMPLES:
"The company was founded in 1981."
pre situation
post situation

the company
the company

"Rover assembled 22.000 Morris Minis from 1986 onwards."
pre situation
post situation

22.000 Morris Minis
22.000 Morris Minis

exist
exist

false
true

exist
exist

false
true

"Mary builds a new house on the hill."
pre situation
post situation

a new house on the hill
a new house on the hill

-Damaging subclassOf: InternalChange
“The subclass of InternalChange where something is damaged.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Render_nonfunctional, fn:Damaging
closeMatch: sumo:Damaging
Role mappings:
damaging-undergoer: fn: Object, fn:Victim, fn: Experiencer, fn:Body_part,
fn: Patient, fn: Artifact
damaging-state-1: damaging-state-2: damaging-damage: activity: Assertions:
pre situation:
post situation:

damaging-undergoer
damaging-state-1

inState
damaging-state-1
hasRelativeValue "+"

damaging-undergoer
damaging-state-2
damaging-undergoer
damaging-undergoer
damaging-damage

inState
damaging-state-2
hasRelativeValue "-"
isDamaged
true
hasDamage
damaging-damage
hasNegativeEffectOn
activity

Note that the last two assertions will not be instantiated as no FrameNet roles exist for
the ESO roles 'damaging-damage' and 'activity'.
Note that damaging-state1 and damaging-state-2 have an existential restriction that allows
to create a blank node in the named graph.
EXAMPLES:
"Marie dented the car"
pre situation
post situation

car
:abc123
car
:xyz556
car

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:abc123
+
:xyz556
true

"John incapacitated the aircraft."
pre situation
post situation

the aircraft
:efg123
the aircraft
:efg345
the aircraft

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:efg123
+
:efg345
true

-Decreasing
subclassOf: QuantityChange
"The subclass of QuantityChange where some physical quantity or value is decreased."
Class mappings:
broadMatch: fn:Change_of_quantity_of_possession
broadMatch: fn:Cause_change_of_position_on_a_scale
broadMatch: fn:Change_position_on_a_scale
broadMatch: fn:Proliferating_in_number
broadMatch: fn: Expansion
broadMatch: fn: Cause_expansion
closeMatch: sumo:Decreasing
Role mappings:
quantity-item: fn:Item, fn:Possession, fn:Set
quantity-attribute: fn:Attribute, fn:Dimension
quantity-ratio: fn:Size_change, fn:Difference
quantity-value_1: fn:Initial_value, fn:Initial_number, fn:Initial_size, fn:Value_1
quantity-value_2: fn:Final_value, fn:Final_number, fn:Value_2, fn:Result_size
Assertions:
pre situation

post situation

quantity-item
quantity-attribute
quantity-attribute

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasValue

quantity-attribute
+
quantity-value_1

quantity-item
quantity-attribute
quantity-attribute
quantity-item

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasValue
hasRelativeDecrease

quantity-attribute
quantity-value_2
quantity-ratio

Note that quantity-attribute is modeled with an existential restriction that allows to
create a blank node in the named graph.
EXAMPLES:
"Ford decreased the production with 2%."
pre situation
post situation

production
:qwe123
production
:qwe123
production

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasRelativeDecrease

:qwe123
+
:qwe123
2%

"Apple lowered the price of the Iphone from 600 to 500 dollar."
pre situation

Iphone
price
price

hasAttribute
price
hasRelativeValue +
hasValue
600

post situation

Iphone
price
price

hasAttribute
price
hasRelativeValue hasValue
500

"The profit shrunk dramatically."

pre situation
post situation

profit
:bnm234
profit
:bnm234

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue

:bnm234
+
:bnm234
-

-Destroying subclassOf: InternalChange
“The subclass of InternalChange where something gets destroyed.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Cause_to_fragment
closeMatch: fn:Destroying
closeMatch: sumo:Destruction
Role mappings:
destroying-theme: fn:Whole_patient, fn:Executed, fn:Undergoer, fn:Victim
Assertions:
pre situation:
post situation:

destroying-theme
destroying-theme

exist
exist

true
false

exist
exist

true
false

exist
exist

true
false

EXAMPLES:
"They demolished the Vauxhall factory."
pre situation
post situation

the Vauxhall factory
the Vauxhall factory

"Mary tore up the license agreement."
pre situation
post situation

the license agreement
the license agreement

-Distribution
subclassOf: Translocation
“The subclass of Translocation where someone or something translocates a physical object
from one location to a bigger area.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Dispersal
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Translocation.
EXAMPLES
"Bats spread the disease across Sudan."
pre situation
post situation

the disease
the disease

notAtPlace Sudan
atPlace
Sudan

"The engines were mainly distributed in Korea."
pre situation
post situation

the engines
the engines

notAtPlace Korea
atPlace
Korea

-DynamicEvent This class is the root of the dynamic event class hierarchy.
(no mappings, no assertions)
-EndingARelationship subclassOf: IntentionalEvent

"The subclass of IntentionalEvent were people end a relationship with each other."
Class mappings:
broadMatch: fn:Forming_relationships
Role mappings:
relationship-partner-1: fn:Partner_1
relationship-partner-2: fn:Partner_2
relationship-partners: fn:Partner_1, fn:Partner_2, fn:Partners
pre situation
post situation

relationship-partner-1
relationship-partners
relationship-partner-1
relationship-partners

inRelationshipWith
inRelationship
notInRelationshipWith
inRelationship

relationship-partner-2
true
relationship-partner-2
false

EXAMPLES
"Mary split up with John."
pre situation
post situation

John
John, Mary
John
John, Mary

inRelationshipWith
inRelationship
notInRelationshipWith
inRelationship

Mary
true
Mary
false

inRelationship
inRelationship

true
false

"John divorced in 2013."
pre situation
post situation

John
John

"The divorce of John and Mary is on the front page of all tabloids!"
pre situation
post situation

John and Mary
John and Mary

inRelationship
inRelationship

false
true

-Escaping subclassOf: Leaving
“The subclass of Leaving where a person leaves an unwanted location.”
Class mappings
closeMatch: fn:Escaping
closeMatch: fn:Fleeing
closeMatch: sumo:Escaping
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Translocation.
EXAMPLES:
"John escaped from Alcatraz."
pre situation
post situation

John
John

atPlace
notAtPlace

Alcatraz
Alcatraz

"John fled to the United States."
pre situation
post situation

John
John

notAtPlace
atPlace

the United States
the United States

-Exporting subclassOf: Selling
“The subclass of Selling where goods are exported to another nation

in exchange for money.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Exporting
closeMatch: sumo:Exporting
For the assertions and role mappings, see: FinancialTransaction
EXAMPLES:
"Ford exported 10.000 cars to India."
pre situation
post situation

Ford
India
Ford
India

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

10.000 cars
10.000 cars
10.000 cars
10.000 cars

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

car
car

"Car exportation to India."
pre situation
post situation

India
India

-FinancialTransaction: subclassOf: ChangeOfPossession
"The subclass ofChangeOfPossession where some item changes of ownership
in exchange for money."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:CommercialTransaction
closeMatch: sumo:FinancialTransaction
Role mappings:
possession-financial-asset: fn:Money
Inherited role mappings:
possession-owner_1: fn:Supplier, fn:Exporter, fn:Donor, fn:Victim, fn:Source, fn:Lender,
fn:Exporting_area, fn:Sender, fn:Seller
possession-owner_2: fn:Perpetrator, fn:Importing_area, fn:Importer, fn:Lessee, fn:Buyer,
fn:Recipient, fn:Borrower, fn:Agent
possession-theme: fn:Theme, fn:Goods, fn:Possession
possession-financial-asset: fn:Money
Assertions:
pre situation
post situation
during situation

possession-owner_1
possession-owner-2
possession-owner_1
possession-owner_2
possession-theme

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasValue

poss.-financial-asset
poss.-financial-asset
poss.-financial-asset
poss.-financial-asset
possession-value

Inherited assertions from ChangeOfPossession:
pre situation
post situation

possession-owner_1
possession-owner_2
possession-owner_1
possession-owner_2

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

EXAMPLES:
"Marie bought the car from John for 600 dollars"
pre situation

Marie

hasInPossession

600 dollar

possession-theme
possession-theme
possession-theme
possession-theme

Marie
John
John

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

the car
the car
600 dollar

post situation

Marie
Marie
John
John

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

the car
600 dollar
600 dollar
the car

during situation

the car

hasValue

600 dollar

"Mary paid 600 dollar for the car."
pre situation
post situation

during situation

Mary
Mary

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

the car
600 dollar

Mary
Mary

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

the car
600 dollar

the car

hasValue

600 dollar

-Getting
subclassOf: ChangeOfPossession
“The subclass of ChangeOfPossession where a person gets or receives some item.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Receiving
closeMatch: fn:Getting
closeMatch: sumo:Getting
For the assertions and role mappings, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLES:
"Mary received the strategic report from John."
pre situation
post situation

John
Mary
John
Mary

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

the strategic report
the strategic report
the strategic report
the strategic report

"Mary gained the respect of her staff."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
Mary

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

the respect of her staff
the respect of her staff

"Ford secured the European market."
pre situation
post situation

Ford
Ford

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

the European market
the European market

-Giving
subclassOf: ChangeOfPossession
The subclass of ChangeOfPossession where a person gives something to someone else.
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Sending
closeMatch: fn:Giving
closeMatch: fn:Supply
closeMatch: sumo:Giving

For the assertions and role mappings, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLES:
"Mary gave John a nice bouquet."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
John
Mary
John

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

a nice bouquet
a nice bouquet
a nice bouquet
a nice bouquet

"The US shipped tents and food to Indonesia after the tsunami."
pre situation
post situation

the US
Indonesia
the US
Indonesia

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

tents and food
tents and food
tents and food
tents and food

-HavingAValue
subclassOf: StaticEvent
"The subclass of StaticEvent where something is having some value."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Amounting_to.
Role mappings:
value-attribute: fn:Attribute
value: fn:Value
Assertions:
during situation

value-attribute

hasValue

value

EXAMPLE:
"Maries income amounted to 100.000 euro a year."
during situation

Maries income

hasValue

100.000 euro

-HavingInPossession subclassOf: StaticEvent
"Static event where someone has something in possession."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Possession
closeMatch: fn:Retaining
Role mappings:
possession-owner: fn:Agent, fn:Owner
possession-theme: fn:Theme, fn:Goods, fn:Possession
Assertions:
during situation

possession-owner hasInPossession possession-theme

EXAMPLES:
"Tata Steel has 10.000 employees."
during situation

Tata Steel

"Mary owns a house in Spain."

hasInPossession 10.000 employees

during situation

Mary

hasInPossession a house in Spain

"The US retains political support from Europe."
during situation

The US

hasInPossession political support from Europe

"Mary kept her old wedding gown."
during situation

Mary

hasInPossession her old wedding gown

-Importing: subclassOf: Buying
“The subclass of Buying where goods are imported from some country in exchange for money."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Importing
relatedMatch: sumo:Exporting
For assertions and role mappings, see: FinancialTransaction.
EXAMPLES:
"Canada imported 45.000 cars from Europe last year."
pre situation
post situation

Europe
Canada
Europe
Canada

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

45.000 cars
45.000 cars
45.000 cars
45.000 cars

"Iran's import of nuclear material was monitored."
pre situation
post situation

Iran
Iran

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

nuclear material
nuclear material

-Increasing subclassOf: QuantityChange
"The subclass of InternalChange where some physical quantity or value is increased."
Class mappings:
broadMatch: fn:Change_of_quantity_of_possession
broadMatch: fn:Cause_change_of_position_on_a_scale
broadMatch: fn:Change_position_on_a_scale
broadMatch: fn:Proliferating_in_number
broadMatch: fn: Expansion
broadMatch: fn: Cause_expansion
closeMatch: fn:Cause_proliferation_in_number
closeMatch: sumo:Increasing
Role mappings:
quantity-item: fn: Item, fn:Possession, fn:Set
quantity-attribute: fn:Attribute, fn:Dimension
quantity-ratio: fn:Size_change, fn:Difference
quantity-value_1: fn:Initial_value, fn:Initial_number, fn:Initial_size, fn:Value_1
quantity-value_2: fn:Final_value, fn:Final_number, fn:Value_2, fn:Result_size
Assertions:
pre situation

quantity-item
quantity-attribute

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue

quantity-attribute
-

post situation

quantity-attribute

hasValue

quantity-value_1

quantity-item
quantity-attribute
quantity-attribute
quantity-item

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasValue
hasRelativeIncrease

quantity-attribute
+
quantity-value_2
quantity-ratio

Note that quantity-attribute is modeled with an existential restriction that allows to
create a blank node in the named graph.
EXAMPLES:
"Apple raised the price of the Iphone from 500 to 600 dollar."
pre situation

Iphone
price
price

hasAttribute
price
hasRelativeValue hasValue
500

post situation

Iphone
price
price

hasAttribute
price
hasRelativeValue +
hasValue
600

"Ford increased the production with 2%."
pre situation
post situation

production
:asd123
production
:asd123
production

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasRelativeIncrease

:asd123
:asd123
+
2%

"Their debt tripled in nine years."
pre situation
post situation

their debt
their debt

hasRelativeValue
hasRelativeValue

+

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue

:zxc234
:zxc234
+

"He widened his eyes."
pre situation
post situation

his eyes
:zxc234
his eyes
:zxc234

"The balloon expanded with 2 centimetres".
pre situation
post situation

the balloon
:abc123
the balloon
:abc123
the balloon

hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasAttribute
hasRelativeValue
hasRelativeIncrease

:abc123
:abc123
+
2 centimetres

-Injuring
subclassOf: Damaging
“The subclass of Damaging where someone gets injured (mentally and/or physically)."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Cause_harm
closeMatch: fn:Experience_bodily_harm
closeMatch: sumo:Injuring
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Damaging.

EXAMPLES:
"Marie wounded John."
pre situation
post situation
post situation:

John
qwe556
John
:zxc678
John

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:qwe556
+
:zxc678
true

"John broke his leg after falling off the stage"
pre situation
post situation
post situation:

John, his leg
:abc123
John, his leg
:abc124
John, his leg

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:abc123
+
:abc124
true

"Mary broke his leg with her bare hands!"
pre situation
post situation
post situation:

his leg
:jkl234
his leg
:asd345
his leg

inState
hasRelativeValue
inState
hasRelativeValue
isDamaged

:jkl234
+
:asd345
true

-Installing subclassOf: Placing
“The subclass of Placing where some entity is put in a new and fixed location,
e.g. the installation of fixtures.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Installing
closeMatch: sumo:Installing
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Translocation.
EXAMPLES:
"Mary installed a new engine in her Land Rover Defender."
pre situation
post situation

a new engine
a new engine

notAtPlace Land Rover Defender
atPlace
Land Rover Defender

"John confirmed the installation of cameras in the offices."
pre situation
post situation

cameras
cameras

notAtPlace in the offices
atPlace
in the offices

-IntentionalEvent subclassOf:DynamicEvent
“The subclass of DynamicEvent where some event is carried out by some
cognitive agent(s) and with some specific purpose.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Intentionally_act
sumo: IntentionalProcess
No assertions are defined for this class.

-InternalChange subclassOf: DynamicEvent
“The subclass of DynamicEvent where some internal quality of an item changes.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: sumo:InternalChange
No assertions are defined for this class.
-Investing subclassOf: FinancialTransaction
The subclass ofFinancialTransaction where a person or company invests some asset
in either another or its own company with the prospect of some future profit.
Class mappings:
closeMatch: sumo:Investing
For the assertions, see: FinancialTransaction.
-JoiningAnOrganization subclassOf: IntentionalEvent
"The subclass of IntentionalEvent where someone starts working as an employee
for some organization."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Hiring,
closeMatch: fn:Get_a_job
broadMatch: sumo:JoiningAnOrganization
Role mappings:
employment-employee: fn:Employee
employment-employer: fn:Employer
employment-function: fn:Position
employment-value: fn:Compensation
employment-task: fn:Task
employment-attribute: Assertions:
pre situation
post situation

employment-employee

notEmployedAt

employment-employer

employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-attribute

employedAt
isEmployed
hasFunction
hasTask
hasAttribute
hasValue

employment-employer
true
employment-function
employment-task
employment-attribute
employment-value

Note that employment-attribute is modeled with an existential restriction that allows to
create a blank node in the named graph.
EXAMPLES:
"Ford hired Mary as their new CEO for 100.000 euro."
pre situation

Mary

notEmployedAt

Ford

post situation

Mary
Mary
Mary
Mary
:abc124

isEmployed
employedAt
hasFunction
hasAttribute
hasValue

true
Ford
new CEO
:abc124
100.000 euro

"John was hired to clean the house."

pre situation

-

post situation

John
John

isEmployed
hasTask

true
to clean the house

"John signed on with Marie to clean her house."
pre situation
post situation

John
John
John
John

notEmployedAt
isEmployed
employedAt
hasTask

Marie
true
Marie
to clean her house

-Killing
subclassOf: Destroying
“The subclass of Destroying where animate beings are killed.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Execution
closeMatch: fn:Killing
closeMatch: sumo:Killing
For assertions and role mappings, see: Destroying.
EXAMPLES:
"Mary was executed by three men in black ties."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
Mary

exist
exist

true
false

"Low levels of oxygen asphyxiated the fish in John's pond."
pre situation
post situation

the fish in John's pond
the fish in John's pond

exist
exist

true
false

-Leaving
subclassOf:Translocation
“The subclass of Translocation where someone or something leaves a location.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Vehicle_departure_initial_state
closeMatch: fn:Departing
closeMatch: fn:Setting_out
closeMatch: fn:Quitting_a_place
closeMatch: sumo:Leaving.
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Translocation.
EXAMPLES:
"John set out from Lake Louise in a canoe."
pre situation
post situation

John atPlace
Lake Louise
John notAtPlace Lake Louise

"John left for Lake Michigan."
pre situation
post situation

John notAtPlace Lake Michigan
John atPlace
Lake Michigan*

*Note that Johns arrival at Lake Michigan is not certain.
-LeavingAnOrganization
subclassOf: IntentionalEvent
"The subclass of IntentionalEvent where a person stops working as an
employee for an organization."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Quitting,
closeMatch: fn:Firing
closeMatch: sumo:TerminatingEmployment
Role mappings:
employment-employee: fn:Employee
employment-employer: fn:Employer
employment-function: fn:Position
employment-task: fn:Task
Assertions:
pre situation

post situation

employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-employee
employment-employee

employedAt
isEmployed
hasFunction
hasTask

employment-employer
true
employment-function
employment-task

employment-employee

notEmployedAt

employment-employer

EXAMPLES:
"Ford fired Mary as their CEO."
pre situation

Mary
Mary
Mary

employedAt
isEmployed
hasFunction

Ford
true
CEO

post situation

Mary

notEmployedAt

Ford

"John was fired from cleaning the house."
pre situation
post situation

John
John
-

isEmployed
hasTask

true
cleaning the house

John
John

employedAt
notEmployedAt

Ford
Ford

"John left Ford."
pre situation
post situation

-Lending subclassOf:Giving
“The subclass of Giving where a person gives something in possession for some
period of time after which the item should be given back.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Lending
closeMatch: sumo:Lending
For the assertions and role mappings, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLE:

"Mary loaned her car to John."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
John
Mary
John

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

her car
her car
her car
her car

-Meeting
subclassOf: StaticEvent
“The static event class where people meet each other, usually intentional and
for some purpose.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Come_together
closeMatch: fn:Assemble
closeMatch: fn:Social_event
closeMatch: sumo:Meeting
Role mappings:
meeting-participant: Party_1, Party_2, fn:Attendee, fn:Host, fn:Individuals,
fn:Group, fn:Configuration
meeting-place: fn:Place
Assertions:
during situation

meeting-participantatPlace
meeting-participantinMeeting

meeting-place
true

EXAMPLES:
"The Republicans convened in New York to discuss the program."
during situation

the Republicans
the Republicans

atPlace
inMeeting

New York
true

atPlace
atPlace
inMeeting

New York
New York
true

inMeeting

true

"John meets Marie in New York"
during situation

John
Marie
John, Marie

"The whole group attended the party"
during situation

the whole group

-Merging subclassOf: InternalChange
“The subclass of InternalChange where two entities are merged into a whole.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Amalgamation
closeMatch: fn:Cause_to_amalgamate
closeMatch: sumo:Combining
Role mappings:
merging-theme_1: fn:Part_1, fn:Parts
merging-theme_2: fn:Part_2
merging-theme_3: fn:Whole
Assertions:
pre situation

merging-theme_1
merging-theme_2
merging-theme_3

exist
exist
exist

true
true
false

post situation:

merging-theme_1
merging-theme_2
merging-theme_3

exist
exist
exist

false
false
true

EXAMPLES:
"In 1980, EBC merged with KPN into KPN-BC."
pre situation
post situation

EBC
KPN
KPN-BC
EBC
KPN
KPN-BC

exist
exist
exist
exist
exist
exist

true
true
false
false
false
true

"John blended the herbs and the eggs."
pre situation
post situation

the herbs and the eggs
the herbs and the eggs

exist
exist

true
false

-Motion
subclassOf: DynamicEvent
“The subclass of DynamicEvent where some entity moves.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Motion
closeMatch: sumo:Motion
No assertions are defined for this class.
-Paying
subclassOf: FinancialTransaction
“The subclass of FinancialTransaction where some financial asset is given in exchange
for some item or in discharge of a debt.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Commerce_pay
For the assertions and role mappings, see: FinancialTransaction.
EXAMPLES:
"Ford paid Chrysler 40.000 dollar for John's idea."
pre situation

Ford
Chrysler
Ford
Chrysler

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

John's idea
John's idea
40.000 dollar
40.000 dollar

post situation

Ford
Chrysler
Ford
Chrysler

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

John's idea
John's idea
40.000 dollar
40.000 dollar

during situation

John's idea hasValue

40.000 dollar

"Mary paid the bill."
pre situation

Mary

hasInPossession

the bill

post situation

Mary

notHasInPossession

the bill

-Placing
subclassOf:Translocation
“The subclass of Translocation where some entity is put in a new location.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Placing
closeMatch: sumo:Putting
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Translocation.
EXAMPLES:
“While thinking of Mary, John put the flowers in a vase.”
pre situation
post situation

flowers
flowers

notAtPlace in a vase
atPlace
in a vase

"Mary loaded all her belongings in the car."
pre situation
post situation

her belongings
her belongings

notAtPlace in the car
atPlace
in the car

"The sea deposited dead fish on the beach."
pre situation
post situation

dead fish
dead fish

notAtPlace on the beach
atPlace
on the beach

-QuantityChange subclassOf: InternalChange
“The subclass of InternalChange where some quantity is altered.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: sumo: QuantityChange
No assertions are defined for this class.
-Removing subclassOf: Translocation
“The subclass of Translocation where some entity is taken away from its location.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Removing
closeMatch: sumo:Removing
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Translocation.
EXAMPLES:
"John removed all the evidence from the archive."
pre situation
post situation

the evidence
the evidence

atPlace
the archive
notAtPlace the archive

"Mary evacuated the employees from the burning factory."
pre situation
post situation

the employees
the employees

atPlace
the burning factory
notAtPlace the burning factory

"The Maserati was unloaded from the Boeing 747."
pre situation
post situation

the Maserati
the Maserati

atPlace
the Boeing 747
notAtPlace the Boeing 747

"John removed all his books."
pre situation
post situation

-

-Renting
subclassOf: Getting
“The subclass of Getting where a person gets something in possession from someone else
for some period in exchange for money.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Renting
closeMatch: sumo:Renting
For the assertions and role mappings, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLES:
"John leased his Peugeot from ELB."
pre situation
post situation

John
ELB
John
ELB

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

his Peugeot
his Peugeot
his Peugeot
his Peugeot

"Mary rented a room from an old lady."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
an old lady
Mary
an old lady

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

a room
a room
a room
a room

-RentingOut
subclassOf: Giving
“The subclass of Giving where a person gives something in possession for
some period in exchange for money.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Renting_out
For the assertions and role mappings, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLES:
"The old lady rented a room to Mary."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
an old lady
Mary
an old lady

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

a room
a room
a room
a room

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

the garage
the garage

"Mary rented the garage out."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
Mary

-Replacing subclassOf: IntentionalEvent
“The subclass of IntentionalEvent were someone or something is replaced
with someone or something else in a specific role or function."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Replacing
closeMatch: fn: Take_place_of
closeMatch: fn:Change_of_leadership
closeMatch: sumo:Substituting
Role mappings:
replacing-entity_1: fn:Old, fn:Old_order, fn:Old_leader
replacing-entity_2: fn:New, fn:New_leader
replacing-entity_3: fn:Agent
replacing-function: fn:Role, fn:Function
Assertions:
pre situation

post situation

replacing-entity_1
replacing-entity_2
replacing-entity_1
replacing-entity_1
replacing-entity_2

hasFunction
notHasFunction
inFunctionFor
inFunction
inFunction

replacing-function
replacing-function
replacing-entity_3
true
false

replacing-entity_1
replacing-entity_2
replacing-entity_2
replacing-entity_1
replacing-entity_2

notHasFunction
hasFunction
inFunctionFor
inFunction
inFunction

replacing-function
replacing-function
replacing-entity_3
false
true

EXAMPLES:
"Peter replaced Mary by John as CEO of Apple."
pre situation

Mary
John
Mary
Mary
John

hasFunction
notHasFunction
inFunctionFor
inFunction
inFunction

CEO of Apple
CEO of Apple
Peter
true
false

post situation

Mary
John
John
Mary
John

notHasFunction
hasFunction
inFunctionFor
inFunction
inFunction

CEO of Apple
CEO of Apple
Peter
false
true

"Mary replaced her Ford Taunus for a Peugeot 205."
pre situation
post situation

Ford Taunus
Ford Taunus
Renault 205
Peugeot 205
Ford Taunus
Peugeot 205

inFunctionFor
inFunction
inFunction
inFunctionFor
inFunction
inFunction

Mary
true
false
Mary
false
true

"Vinyl was replaced by the compact disc in the early eighties."
pre situation
post situation

vinyl
compact disc
compact disc

inFunction
inFunction
inFunction

true
false
true

vinyl

inFunction

false

"Amsterdam installed Mary as the new mayor."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
Mary
Mary
Mary
Mary

notHasFunction
inFunction
hasFunction
inFunctionFor
inFunction

mayor
false
mayor
Amsterdam
true

"The rebellion against the Lannisters."
pre situation
post situation

Lannisters
Lannisters

inFunction
inFunction

true
false*

*Note that, due to the lexical units associated to a FrameNet frame, the triggered
assertions can be too strong.
-Selling
subclassOf: FinancialTransaction
`’The subclass of FinancialTransaction where some entity changes of ownership
in exchange for money.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Commerce_sell
closeMatch: sumo:Selling
For the assertions and role mappings, see: FinancialTransaction.
EXAMPLES:
"In 2013, Ford sold 10.000 cars."
pre situation
post situation

Ford
Ford

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

10.000 cars
10.000 cars

"The Catholic church auctioned off 20 churches to project developers."
pre situation
post situation

Catholic church
project developers
Catholic church
project developers

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

20 churches
20 churches
20 churches
20 churches

"Mary sold the plot of land to John for 10.000 dollar."
pre situation

post situation

during situation

Mary
John
Mary
John
Mary
John
Mary
John

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

the plot of land

hasValue

the plot of land
the plot of land
10.000 dollar
10.000 dollar
the plot of land
the plot of land
10.000 dollar
10.000 dollar
10.000 dollar

-Separating subclassOf: InternalChange
“The subclass of InternalChange where some whole is split into parts.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Becoming_separated

closeMatch: fn:Separating
closeMatch: sumo:Separating
Role mappings:
separating-theme_1: fn:Part_1, fn:Parts
separating-theme_2: fn:Part_2
separating-theme_3: fn:Whole
Assertions:
pre situation
post situation

separating-theme_1
separating-theme_2
separating-theme_3
separating-theme_1
separating-theme_2
separating-theme_3

exist
exist
exist
exist
exist
exist

false
false
true
true
true
false

EXAMPLES:
"The machine split the water into hydrogen and oxygen."
pre situation
post situation

hydrogen and oxygen
water
hydrogen and oxygen
water

exist
exist
exist
exist

false
true
true
false

"Mary divided the pile of cutlery into groups of six."
pre situation
post situation

groups of sixexist
false
pile of cutlery
exist
true
groups of sixexist
true
pile of cutlery
exist
false

"The auctioneer separated the hatchbacks from the saloons.*”
pre situation
post situation

the hatchbacks
the saloons
the hatchbacks
the hatchbacks

exist
exist
exist
exist

false
false
true
true

*Note that separating-theme_3 (the whole collection of cars) remains
implicit in this example.
"The partition of Germany in 1945."
pre situation
post situation

Germany
Germany

exist
exist

true
false

-StartingAnActivity
subclassOf: IntentionalEvent
“The subclass of IntentionalProcess where someone intentionally starts an activity."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Activity_start
Role mappings:
activity: fn:Activity
activity-agent: fn:Agent
Assertions:
pre situation
post situation

activity
activity
activity-agent

exist
exist
involvedIn

false
true
activity

"Ford started the production of the Taunus in 1979."
pre situation
post situation

production of the Taunus
production of the Taunus
Ford

exist
exist
involvedIn

false
true
production of the Taunus

"The government began protecting the peat bogs in Ost-Friesland."
pre situation
post situation

protecting the peat bogs in Ost-Friesland
exist false
protecting the peat bogs in Ost-Friesland
exist true
the government
involvedIn protecting the peat bogs in Ost-Friesland.

-StaticEvent StaticEvent is the top node of the static event class hierarchy.
“A StaticEvent is an entity which is associated with a period of time
where a set of propositions is true.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:State
No assertions are defined for this class.
-Stealing subclassOf: Taking
“The subclass of Taking where a person takes something without permission of the owner.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Theft
closeMatch: sumo:Stealing
For the assertions and class mappings, see: ChangeOfPossession.
EXAMPLES:
"John shoplifted a sweater from the department store."
pre situation
post situation

department store
John
department store
John

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

sweater
sweater
sweater
sweater

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession
notHasInPossession
hasInPossession

a sweater
a sweater
a sweater
a sweater

"Marie stole a sweater from John."
pre situation
post situation

John
Marie
John
Marie

"Massive theft of documents from the Stasi archives."
pre situation
post situation

Stasi archives
Stasi archives

hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

documents
documents

-StoppingAnActivity subclassOf:IntentionalEvent
"The subclass of IntentionalProcess where some agent intentionally stops an activity."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Activity_stop
Role mappings:

activity: fn:Activity
activity-agent: fn:Agent
Assertions:
pre situation
post-situation

activity
activity-agent
activity
activity-agent

exist
involvedIn
exist
notInvolvedIn

true
activity
false
activity

"Ford terminated the negotiations with Peugeot."
pre situation
post situation

negotiations with Peugeot
exist
Ford
involvedIn
negotiations with Peugeot
exist
Ford
notInvolvedIn

true
negotiations with Peugeot
false
negotiations with Peugeot

"John's treatment was discontinued."
pre situation
post situation

John's treatment
John's treatment

exist
exist

true
false

-Taking
subclassOf: Getting
“The subclass of Getting where a person takes something without giving
something in return.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Taking
closeMatch: sumo:UnilateralGetting
For the assertions and role mappings, see: ChangeOfPossession
EXAMPLES:
"The police seized financial documents from the private equity fund."
pre situation
post situation

the police
private equity fund
the police
private equity fund

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHAsInPossession

financial documents
financial documents
financial documents
financial documents

"Mary took a beer from the refrigerator."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
the refrigerator
Mary
the refrigerator

notHasInPossession
hasInPossession
hasInPossession
notHasInPossession

a beer
a beer
a beer
a beer

-Translocation
subclassOf:Motion
"The subclass of Motion where physical objects or animate beings change from location."
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Self_motion
closeMatch: fn:Cotheme
closeMatch: fn:Traversing
closeMatch: fn:Use_vehicle
closeMatch: fn:Intentional_traversing
closeMatch: fn:Ride_vehicle

closeMatch: fn:Travel
closeMatch: fn:Operate_vehicle
closeMatch: fn:Cause_motion
closeMatch: sumo:Translocation
Role mappings:
translocation-theme: fn:Self_mover, fn: Theme, fn:Driver, fn:Traveler, fn:Vehicle,
fn:Escapee, fn:Cotheme, fn:Component, fn:Individuals.
translocation-source: fn:Source, fn: Undesirable_location
translocation-goal: fn:Goal, fn: Intended_goal, fn: Goal_area
Assertions:
pre situation:
post situation:

translocation-theme
translocation-theme

atPlace
translocation-source
notAtPlace translocation-goal

translocation-theme
translocation-theme

atPlace
translocation-goal
notAtPlace translocation-source

EXAMPLE:
"John drove from New York to Atlanta."
pre situation
post situation

John
John
John
John

atPlace
notAtPlace
atPlace
notAtPlace

New York
Atlanta
Atlanta
New York

-Transportation
subclassOf:Transportation
“The subclass of Translocation where physical objects and animate beings together
change from location and the physical object is not the means of translocation.”
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Bringing
closeMatch: fn:Delivery
closeMatch: sumo:Transportation
For the assertions and role mappings, see: Translocation
EXAMPLES:
"Mary brought her classic car from the US to England."
pre situation
post situation

her classic car
her classic car
her classic car
her classic car

atPlace
notAtPlace
atPlace
notAtPlace

US
England
England
US

"John flew Mary to the nearest hospital."
pre situation
post situation

Mary
Mary

notAtPlace
atPlace

hospital
hospital

"Russian gas deliveries to Europe."
pre situation
post situation

gas
gas
gas
gas

atPlace
botAtPlace
notAtPlace
atPlace

"The postman delivered a letter to Mary's mailbox."

Russia
Russia
Russia
Europe

pre situation
post situation

a letter
a letter

notAtPlace
atPlace

Mary's mailbox
Mary's mailbox

"The postman delivered a letter to Mary.*”
pre situation
post situation

-

*Note that 'Mary' is a 'Beneficiary' according to FrameNet. The fn:Beneficiary is
not mapped to ESO translocation-goal.
-Working subclassOf: StaticEvent
“Static event where someone is doing work. “
Class mappings:
closeMatch: fn:Working_a_post
closeMatch: fn:Work
Role mappings:
working-entity: fn:Agent
Assertions:
during situation

working-entity

works

true

works

true

works

true

EXAMPLES:
"John works hard on a new book."
during situation

John

"John and Mary manned the front desk."
during situation

John and Mary

